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Germans Show No Indications 97 Convicted I, W, W. De- of Turning About and Facfendants Learn Their Fate
but
Continue
After Being Found Guilty of
ing Aggressors
to Give Up Ground,
Conspiracy Charges.

Heavy Fighting Almost Every- -;
where Between Somme and
Scarpe Rivers Results in

Germans Suffering Losses,
MANY TOWNS FALL TO
' '
HAIG'S HARD HITTERS
.

CHAVIGNY

.English Capture Dozens of Vil- -,
'
lages in Their Sweep, While
battles Rage for Possession
of Others,

Teutons Again Have With-- " Fourteen Others Get ' Similar
drawn in Lys Salient, CloseSentences; First Two - io
Followed"
ly
by British; Haig
Face Court Get Off With 10
Again Holds Bailleul,
Days in County Jail.

,

.

far MORNIN JOURNAL IfUIH LIlO WIRI
With the British Forces In France,
, . .
,
Ana- - Qfk J K.. me
"v vj u. AHsucmica
rress).- The fighting British armies agali
smashed their way forward today all
along the line. There has been very
heavy fighting almost everywhere be.
twpen the Somme and Scarpe river
uwci mo iurco or repeated blows,
j
deliverod with machinelike precision,
, the foe
has been forced to abandon
m ny more town positions and
' iarg
strlpa of ground.
Once more the Germans have
d
terrible losses. The British
have freed all the country south and
west of the Somme, the last Germans
being driven behind the river thlb
Even there the enemy is
morning.
not finding rest, for the British have
crossed the stream at least at on
place south of La Chapellette.
From Peronne southward first the
British cannon and then the French
guns are hurling projectiles, big and
little, on the other side of the river.
Just north of the Somme after it turn
west the British have captured Clerv
ana are pressing toward Peronne.
Jll'ilittll Itl'Al'll 1a Tpflllul.i..
The Germans have been trying ever
since the full of Bapaume to hold the
line runlng along the road between
.Kritluti
(hat .. town and Parous
patrols have reached 1 Transloy. directly on the road and it is reported
that Le Transloy has fallen and that
"a fierce battle within a battle is rag
Ing almost along the whole length of
the road.' Hard fighting is going on
around Beaulencourt. which is astride
the road between Le Transloy and Ba
paume. The Germans hold the major
portion of this village for the moment,
but they seem destined to be thrown
out. A struggle Is In progress at Mor-val- ,
southwest of Le Transloy. The
fighting appears to have reached a
hand to hand character, and the Germans are said to have suffered from
British bayonets. Other towns in
this immediate neighborhood fell this
morning or during last night.
From this locality the line of battl
swings wide around Bapaume and
uigiu una uuui! iiiyre liravy llgnunR
here Bancourt, east of Bapaume, fell
after being stormed,
Hun Resistance Smothered.
Astride the road to Cambral from
Peronne the British crashed Into the
Germans and smothered their resistance, some times at the point of the
Fremlcourt seems to have
bayonet.
been taken and the British have
driven on eastward. North of here
;

suf-fore-

.

'

'

contained k
large enemy
offered thf
that
garrison
strongest ' resistance with machine
guns, apparently has fallen In its entirety to the British. Ecoust St. Mein
land Longatte in its suburbs again reported to have been captured by the
Vaulx-Vraucour-

which

t,

'

liritish. Here the Germans delivered a powl
ertul counter attack, ami b nritih
The artillery was turned
, withdrew.
'Into the trap and after it had finished
the British moved back again and
mopped up what remained of the Ger
:

-

mans.

"..

..

Buliecourt is well In British hands,
as apparently also Is Hendecourt,
Relncourt : :' and Cagnlcourt.
The
British have reached a point only ...
(few hundred yards from
the

switch line, which apparently is garrisoned with every man
the German high command has been
able to lay- hands on.
j
Harassed by Heavy Fire.
"
They are being harassed by heavy
fire from the British cannon, which
throughout this zone of the battle arj
thundering away as hard as British
gunners can force them,
Jf rom' here northward across the
road and along the

"

'

Arras-Cambr-

al

River Scarpe the British are pushing
forward,'' gaining more - ground..

THE WEATHER
;iM FORECAST.

-

'

Denver, Colo., Aug. 30.- - For New
Mexico: Saturday and Sunday partly
'cloudy, probably showers north portion; cooler southeast portion Saturday; warmer' northeast portion Sun',,
day.
; Arizona: Saturday and Sunday fair
south portion, cloudy north portion:
not much change .in temperature.
.

,

LOCAL REPORT,

i

A summary of local weather conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended
at s p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 'to degrees; mini
Blum, 154; range, S(; temperature at
wuth wind; clear,
p. ..
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Germans insisted the United States would cut no figure In the war, but more than twenty of these De Haviland air-- "
planes, built in the United States, flew over Germany recently, driven by American aviators. They showed the civilians in
Germany itself that the 'Americans had arrived in the war.
k '

iru
I

straightening their line and drawing
'
generally, closer to - the Diocourt-Queadefenses of the enemy,
Counter attacks. live beeit launched
on various ,part of the battle front
'but none of them seems tohave gatn
cd anything for the enemy... A majority of them have been completely
broken up by the hall of biillotB from
machine guns and rifles before the
enemy reached the British positions
In the north there apparently is
)
lively activity at several places., The
British are reported to have made
considerable advances.
A report has
just been received that Baillcul,
nt

southwest of Ypres, is being shcllcu
by the enemy. If this is correct it indicates that the Germans have withdrawn altogether from that important
town and that the British either are
entering Baillcul or will do so later.
Work of Ha Ik's Artillery.
It Is time something was said of
work in the
battle of the British artillery which
made possible the victoHcs ' gaind.
The Germans themselves testify to the
terrible efficiency of the massed
British cannon, which in many cases
stood wheel to wheel while-- . pourinK
Scarpe-Somm-

rt

5 HURL

SHELLS

OF

IRV
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cap-.tur-

AREA

SOISSQNS

ORNIN

Bcrns, S'zerlnii(l, Aug. 3t (by
the Associated Press.) Lieutenant Thoniae J. Hitchcock, Jr., of
Westbury, 'L. ., who, while a
member of the Lafayetfo flying
squadron lastMiirch. was cs-- ,
has
by tbe Germans,
prison
caped froM a German
camp and (ins arrived here.
IIitchcor.lt, who is the
son of MaJ. Thomas Hitchcock,
Jumped from a train near I'lm,
In Wurttembcrg, and walked eighty miles to the Swiss border near
Schauffhausen-- ' The aviator, is
returning to the United Stales,

II

ENEMY

ONTO.

American Aviator
Captured by Huns
Leaps lo Freedom

;

Thousands of Rounds of High
Explosives Are Thrown' by
Yankee Gunners Into Sector
Held by Teutons
,.

to the fire of the American guns, but
to a supplemental raking from the
French, It ha been impoKsiblo l) asSIGNS OF WEAKENING
but It
certain tho German oantl'jlli
certain .they were heavy.
, ARE SHOWN BY BOCHES Is The
fire
reached
Ite na-- .
big gun
.T1S. ryar vl the
iminn
f
ttniJ
death
"rtiltery rose ina great cres'j'nlo-Americanknocking the will to fight out ot him
used no gas phelH. The
Moveand blasting a path for the infantry.. Observers Report Troop
quantiGermans used them in smaller
'
InThe prisoners all mention the terties t'.ian usual.
ments Which Appear to
rific barrages they have withstood
dicate a Regrouping and
and comment bitterly upon the thinness of their own counter barrages,
Perhaps a Retirement,
because the German heavies are always being dragged rearward to save
them from .capture. The Gorman arUORNIN JOURNAL RRKCIAL LCAVCO WIRI
tillery apparently had little faith In
With the Americans
In
IN PRUSSIA ARE
France,
the ability of the Infantry to hold off
Aug. 30 (by the Associated Press, 8
the British attacks today.
The British barrages have fallen all P. m.) While the French troops on
the
and left of the Americans on
along the front, ever movinff for- the right
front of Solssons struggled forOUT ON A
ward, and they have come down on ward today the Amei.eans
sent thousmasses of the enemy lying in what- ands of rounds of high explosive shells
ever shelter they could find, such ai and shrapnel into the German positshell craters old and new, and oil ions, they (made little effort to adJOURNAL RPCQIAL LCARRO WIRRI
tRV MORN,N
fallen-i- n
vance theif line- Late this afternoon
trenches which cross and
flenovu, Aug. 30. Serious strike
this ground made barren' even some progress was made by the Amo:
have
200,000 .workmen,
involving
of grass by years of war. 'Rare'y icans in the region .of Juvigny.
In Westphalia,
out
Hochum
at
broken
not
was
marked
the
Although
day
have the Germans had the protection
was according to dispntchesj received hero
of dugouts.
Even when they hava by any spectacular advance, there
far from a lull In the activities on the today from Munich. Three thousand
going In them often meant capture American front.
.
strikers have been sent to the front
for the British Infantry and tanks i'
Since the Aniorica,i appeared
and 8,000 deported from the region
nearly all times have been upon ther.
the Germans have dispHvcd
Troops are guarding
so closely after the barrages lifted stubbornness und skill. They have under escort.
town, it Is said, and riots are
that they have not had much time to good positions and are," dnfenill , the
.
offer fight, even if they really de- them In a manner which would suggest feared.
.
that they might even attempt a sesired to.
Is a ureat seat of the Prusrious counter attack. The positions of sianBochum
Casualties Aro Large.
iron industries and ha
and
steel
o
not
are
'
perhaps
x
The casualties inflicted have beet, the Americans
and the contest seems to luivs extensive coal mines. It is twenty-sigood
advanclarger because the gunners,
narrowed down to one of coniPa.MUve miles northeast of Duxseldorf and had
a population before the war of about
ing closely behind the Infantry, have merits of the two organizations.
had many opportunities on this
'. .," 4
70,000.
American) Well Pute In.
roll-in- g
is
which alternately
Before tho day was over the Gerslightly
itt
show
mans
to
had begun
signs
and flat, to lay on their weapons
GERMANS WINNING A
reported
with open sights and pour a rapid weakening and observers
'
lo
movements
which
arappeared
"GLORIOUS VICTORY"
troop
fire of steel into the bodies. The
and perhap.-- i reindicate a
tillery has, helped to inirease prison tirement. regrouping
IBY UORNINO JOURNAL RPUtAL LRARRO w,r
ers by throwing out of gear all the ; The orders to the Americans wfro
Amsterdam, Aug. 30. A German
enemy rationing. The emptier a Ger to maintain a harassing fire urouKh-ou- t
man stomach, the more docile its
the day and even the minor attack supplementary army report Issued In
owner.
of one flank was decided upon only Berlin last night says;
"The end of the eighth day of the
Still more has the artillery nelpe.1 pfter the advance made by the French
'
indicated its advisability. ' ;
to catch prisoners by dropping.
great battlo on the western front did
Over the field the American Infan
not bring at one point for the British
behind large groups, cutting off
remained n the postions they had a success worth mentioning, despite
their retreat. And all this fire has try
alnxiat
in
behind
t
eld
last night, Dug
their mass attacks.
had its effect In even more ways.
little rise on the plateau a,1
"As a result of the peculiar, nature
Prlsoneits who had recently been every
oron
lte
the
awaited
hillside,
they
of the fighting the British never know
In Peronne said
they saw a great der to attack.
the Germans Intend, to accept
many men whose nerves had been
Closer to the German
positions whether
or atandon practically
completely shattered. Peronne at the scores of shell holes sheltered the men their attacks
time was being bombed from the air from the nweeping machine gun flrei worthless terrain whhout fighting."
One alrplarie while further to the rear there were "'After reiterating the insinuation
almost continuously.
that Australian troop are bearing the
toter another was flying over in rapid companies waiting to be called,' ,
Tho artillery went Into the action brunt of tho fighting In this "for us
succession, literally raining bombs on
early in the morning, not in barrage unimportant desert," and declaring
"the Germans.
but firing first at one point in the that the French attacking to the north
Germ a lines an dthen at another, in of the river Aisne on August 28 with
HUN CITIES DAMAGED
accordance with reports ; Indicating the aid of the Americans, had as little
where the Germans were mob- success as the British, th statement
BY ALLIED AVIATORS places
v
ilizing or where there might be dangthe
er of '& concentration. Bare'.y nave assures the German people thatmas
is daily getting greatef
the American troops .delivered over defense
; tV MON,N JOURNAL SPBCIAL LIASID WIRC1
tery over the tanks, and that the Ger
so continous a fire.
30. Frontier such a period
.Amsterdam, , Aug,
auto
lines are close together and man infantry and
The
of
assert
the Telegraaf
correspondents
shells from the howitzers wore mobiles, "have visibly perfected them
that travelers from Germany report great
mixed with those from lighter guns. selves for the disposal of new enemy
heavy damages from recent air raids American gims sent shells far in the fighting means."
?,. in towns along the Rhine. Forty per-- 4 rcar cf the enemy line
sons were Kinea in tne last aerial atA,
Day of Sniping.
FRANCE ALSO OBJECTS
tack on Cologne and entire streets in
The American Infantry between the
Mannheim were laid In waste. At lines was forced to become a part if
; TO MEXICAN OIL DECREE
Bingen .the aniline works were lev- the action today by the determined
,.
elled.
Germans, whose long lino f machn.
JOURNAL RRCCIAL LlARCo
VV MORNIN
IRR)
gun emplacements was supplemented
Washington, Aug. 30. The Frencti
tvhc fired at vof
'
groups
infantry
ly
IK
Strike
. ..... ..
lays Paving.
, . i. ,
i government was Included among the
East Las Vegas, N. M.. Aug. SO.
a day of sniping for them .especi nations which formally
protested
wa,
Workmen employed in street paving ally the machine gunh.'-rs- ,
Their fira against the oil decree of the. Mexican
went on a strike here Thursday, ask- did not rise in most cases ten inches government, according to information
ing for an Increase in wages- to 80 above the ground. One gunner hid the whiclf has reached the state 'depart
cents per' hour." The contractors an- trick of holding' the trigger until Just ment. As there, are no French pe
nounced that If they were unable to three shots were ftred. All day . long" troleum companies operating In Mex
effect a settlement they would (import his gun gave forth At ."tat, tat, tat
Ico, the French government based Its
being followed
by a slight' protest on the ownership of stock m
laborers from El Paso.- Over a mile every burst
'
direction.
in
change
of paving la to be laid and It Is imper.by
A large part of those caught' In' bo British and American, companies
.
, ,
;
ative that the work be completed be- ground
:, :i
were wounded French citizens. ,
fire,
sweeping
'
i
fore freezing weather. . For this reason below the knees. "
V
protests were also made by the
delays are now looked on- as
The Germans in front of the Amor ITnlted States, Great Britain and Hoi- (cans at times were subjected, nut cnty land.
it-ti-t'.
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Pan Francisco, Calif., Aug.
with using the malls to defraud In an alleged matrimonial swin
o
Colorado
die to which two
men were said to have been victims.
Mrs. Alice Fransen Ncllls was held to.
answer by United States Commissioner Francis Krull today. Ball was
fixed at 12.000, in default of which
she Is In jail.
The woman Is said to have inserted
advertisements In Denver newspaper-describinherself a "a young ..and
beautiful widow who wished to, be
housekeeper for a young, handsoma,
rich an" object pjatrimony.'
well-to-d-

"

:f,--

20

nPT

wm

;

'

BILL HAYWOOD TO SERVE

S

U ndated War Load: By the .Vwoclnti-Prcsl.)
i 111
There has been no abatement in the
him I
strength of the offensive tho British,
WILL
Trench and American troops are
throwing against the German armies
from Arms to the region of Solssons.
And as yet there is no Indication that
it Is the purpose of the seemingly dei
moralised enemy to turn about and
face their aggressors or to offer more
resistance
for the present than
through the activities of strong rear
TODAY, IS BELIEF guurds.
Not alone have the allied troops all
over tho battle front from Arras to
PfCIAL RORRKRRONDRNCR TO MORNINO JOURNAL
Xoissons gained further Important terWasii'.mvton,
Aug. 8fl t'onsreHS rain, but to the north the British have
fulled HBain today to complete the advanced their line in the
sector,
bill. Only the formality apparently without much effort.
of the signing of the measure by the
Of greater significance than any of
presiding officers of the senuto and the other victories achieved in Fritho house remains and it was predict- day's fighting Is the gain of the
ed tonight tho measure would lie in French, with whom, Americuns are
President Wilson's hand soon after tho brigaded in this general sector north;
convening hour. Its immediate ap- of Kolssons. The latest French offi-- i
4'ial statement records the capture of
proval by the executive is expected.
The conference report of the bill, Chavigny, three miles northwest, Cuf-fie- s,
a mile and a half north of
approved yesterday Ty the house was
ndopted late today by the senate by
and the entry into the outskirts
'
a. yea and nay votewith but feeble of tJrouy, to the northeast.
;
opposition of few senators present.
Mlhvil JJnp Jioi'o Sovuiv.
.!
Senate debate on .the Work or fight
These victories, gained only uftel
amendment's excision was so protractbefore the haldest kind of fighting!. ntV
ed that the house adjoorm-the bill could bo returned there for more secure the allied line running
the signature of tho speaker. The rules northward and outflanking the Aisne
provide that signatures of the presid- land the Chemin Des Dames position
ing officers be' attached to the en- Also bettering this general situation
grossed measure while the houses arc bus been the crossing by the French
of the Alllette river at Champs.
In session.
In the region north of Noyon the
Senate debate today centered on the
elimination of the "work or fight" French have made further progress,
amendment hy the conferees. Senutors crossing the Canal Du Nord at several
Thomas of Coloraijo, author of the places and advancing materially In the
railroad
amendment, and McCumhef of North direction of the Noyon-HaDakota, protested. Chairman Cham- line. All around Noyon the French
have strengthened their positions.
berlain of the senate conference comAll the territory on the north and
mittee defended, the action of 'the
committee in yielding to house oppo- west banks of the Somme, where the
sition. While not objecting to giving British have been operating against
the boys under 21' years of age the the Germans, now has been cleared
sumo homestead rights as those above of the enemy, and south of Peronne
that age, Senator Jones of New Mex- on the east bank of the stream, notico, former assistant secretary of the withstanding the destruction of the
interior, protested against the provi- bridges by the Germans.
sion, signifying it would not have the
liritish I'itkr KaHtwnrrl.
effect desired by Us supporters and
To the north tho British almost evwould result in much public land beerywhere are pressing eostward along
ing kept tied up.
the highways,
the Hermans
Senators Walsh and Nelson urged before them, carrying
itwlthstanding the
that the New Mexico senator not press desperate resistance
thjit is everyhis objection at this time, declaring where
bolng offered by machine gunthat passago of the supplementary res- ners Innumerable
units.
and
olution any time within the next six C'omlJes is now In BritishInfantry
hands, Kust
months would meet tho situation, bf
Bapaume the British are working
while prompt disposal of the pending
road toalong the Bapaume-Uamur'
bill was Imperative, v
ward Iebucqulere. To the north of
Act ion.
Hiomaft
this region Buliecourt and Hendecourt
Elimination of the work or fight on the old
Hindcnburg line both were
provision was deplored by Senator captured, but the Germans in a vio(Thomas, Us author; who snld he con
counter-attack
forced back the
lent
sidered that provision as. Importam,
British to their western outskirts,
if not more so, than any other in the where' at last accounts occupying ar
bill. .He declared that. labor's do
old German trench system, the Germanda almost always have lye" mans were being held.
demands
.further'
granted, stimulating
Northeast of Arras tho British are
and predicted there would be strikes 'now only a step away from the famous
until the public patience, is exhausted.
Drocourt-Queaswitch line, one of
He praised Fuel Administrator Gar- the strongest of the enemy's fortified
of
demands
to.
refusal
grant
field's,
said to be filled
positions, which
the United Wine Workers, The pres- with forces to who Intend to tenaent work or fight regulation never ciously dispute Its capture.
has been enforcedt the Colaroda senActivity lit Vows Zone.
ator said,' and he concluded with a
of Tyres In the Lys saSouthwest
workmen's
tire
who.
declaration that
the Germans again have begun
lient,
to
do
their
fall
to
work
and
txempted
closely folour sol- withdrawing and are being The
duty, are "traitors, stabbing
British
Britislu
lowed
the
up
by
diers in their backs."
again hold Bailleul. The withdrawal
of the Germans seemingly Indicates it
;
SLIGHT- INCREASE (IN:1.
Is their purpose to blot out this salient
and straighten their lino southward
RATE
DISEASEi'DEATH
It is a move, however,
that Is greatly lessening the chance
tav MORNlNRj JOURNAL RPRalAl LRARRO RflRRt.
of a drive during the present year toAug.. . .80 Surgeon ward the channel
Washington,ports from this reGeneral Gorgas' weekly health report
'
gion.
today showed a slight Increase over
considerable Inbeen
a
has
There
last week In the death rate from diS' crease in the enemy's artillery activity
ease among1 troops In the United States
American troops In the
the num- against the
and also a slight increase-iSeveral patrol attacks
region.
Vosgea
'
ber of cases of measle and pneu
by the Germans have been stopped by
innniu.
'
the Americans.
The report from the American ex
'
pedltlonary forces dated August 25,
showed that there were S58 cases of CHARGED WITH USING
pneumonia treated during the week
.
MAILS TO DEFRAUD
with only eight deathc. and that the
death rate front J mease was only 0.49.

i
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IS CAPTURED

FRANCO-AMERICAN-

IT
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Naples, August 29 (Thursday.)
Mount Vesuvius is In violent eruption
for the first time since November- - IS
'

last yean Prof. Frank A. Peret and
other officials of the observatory on
the volcano spent eight hours today
in the crater,' taking photographs and
gathering other data.
They found the. heat varied fro;t
f
,1,000 to 1,100 degrees at the base
the principal cone.
.
j
.

g

YEARS,

PAY

$20,000

IIV MORNINS JOURNAL RRtClAL LIARIB

WIRII

Chicago. Aug. 30. William D. Haywood, "uncrowned king" of the I. W.
XV. and fourteen Of his chief aides in
the conspiracy to overturn the American war program were sentenced to
twenty years in the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth,' Kans-- by Federal Judge K, M. Landls today.
Ten year sentences were Imposed
of the organization's
upon thirty-thre- e
one
leaders, five years on thitry-three- ,
one
and
year
day on twelve and ten
day sentences on two. Cases against
Benjami gchraeger, editor of the Polish I. W. W. paper, and Pietro Nigra
t
were continued.
All sentences on the four counts In
tho indictment will run concurretly-Fineranglm? from $20,000 on Haywood and his chief aides, down to
$5,000 were Imposed.
Ninety days is granted In which In
file a bill of exception and a stay of
seven days tn which to petition for
ball.
"It Is the closing chapter in America's biggest criminal case,"
said
Frank K. Nebeker, chief prose utor.
"We ore confident a new trial will
be granted," said George F. Vander-vte- r,
chief counsel for the defense.
IttnuMs Reviews Points.
Before pronouncing sentence Judge
Landls reviewed at some length the
salient points In the government's cas?
laying special stress on the t. W- - w.
preamble doularlng .eternal war oil'
the employing class and denouncing
war with other nations; the meetirtg
cf the executive board after America
had entered the war at which it was
decided to expel members entering
military service and later the concerted plan by strikes and rebellion to
block war measures.
"In times of peace you have a legal
right to oppose, by free speech, preparations tor wur. But when war has
been declared that right ceases forthwith," was the court's closing remark.
Aside from a slight disturb nee In
the corridor when one of the prisoners became hysterical while being led
nway, there was no disorder. Scores of
special police banked the corridors
and court room. Only relatives of
the defendants were admitted.
Thero was a deep silence as Haywood and his fourteen chief slstants
were called before the bar. As "Big
Bill" arose from his seat, a group of
women who had been weeping, started
a mild ovation which was quickly
tdlcnced. George Andreytchlne, the
young Bulgarian poet, who has had a
stormy career, was next called. He
smiled and blew a kiss to his bride
tnd she waved her handkerchief.
Bail Day For Poets.
Kalph Chaplin, another poet, followed smiling and confident, with
Carl Ahlteen, Minneapolis, editor of
"The Alarm," palo and nervously
i
twisting his cravat.
The proceedings were Interspersed
with an occasional groan from the defendants and an outcry from women
of the orlenitives, until ninety-fiv- e
ganization's chiefs had been sentenced
and led to Jail through lanes of curious persons that surrounded the led-e(
building.
Vincent St. John, who formerly
hold Haywood's office of general
ry-treasurer,
was sentenced to ten
years at Leavenworth; J, A. MacDon-alSeattle, editor of a radical paper,
was sentenced to ten years, while J
1
("Third Kail Red") Doran, a western coast leader, and Harrison George
of Pittsburgh- whose printed vision of
of President Wilson and his cabinet
in flight before an army of I. W. W.
was an important factor In the trial,
received sentences, of five years each.
For more than an hour Judge Land-i- s
In the silence of the humid court
room whose doors and windows .had
been closed and locked, with sharp
(.lrect sentences reviewed the nationwide conspiracy against the government and read excerpts from Haywood's correspondence relatlva to opposition to the war.
Jury's Verdict Proper. "".
"In light of the evidence before It,
the jury had not avenue of escape
from a verdict of gulltq." the court
'
said.
"1 don't mean," said Judge Landls
at another point In his statement.
' that the I. W. W. started out deliberately to aid Germany."
He "added that their acts were an,
aid to the enemy and were aimed directly at their own country.
Nome of the defendants chuckled as
sentence was pronounced .others paid
and swayed uncertMnly "While stilt
others tried to make their
way, to
wives ind other relatives. Manuel Key, an organiser of Buffalo, N. T-- who appeared In court
yesterday wearing a red flag, symbol
of the I. W. W. on his coat lapel, had
not removed It when called for sentence today. He was among those given
twenty years,Benjamin Fletcher,- Philadelphia,'
the only colored member on trial,
grinned broadly when ha was sentenced to ten years. He was) being led
away when he- remarked:
"Judge Landls I using poor English
today. His sentences are too long "
Claude.
Porter, ajftfistftttt foverfti
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,
We Have the Finest Line of

Roll of

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
'New Comb" Honey, 25c, 2 for 45c
Honey, extracted, pint ... ,45c
Bartlett Pears, lb. .......10o
10c
Black Grapes, lb.

10c
35c
Black- eyed 1'eas, lb. . , . . .". 15c
Fresh Creamery Butter, lb. 50c
50o
Fresh Eggs, dozen
Home Dressed Fat Hens, lb. 82c
Spring Chickens, lb. ......45c

lbs
25c
Sweet Potatoes
.Home Grown Tomatoes, lb. 5c
2 lbs. lor
SJto
20c
Green Lima Beans, lb
3

Killed In action, 59; missing in action, 14; wounded severely, 99; died
of wounds, 36; died from accident and
other causes, 1; died of disease, 1;
28;
wounded, degree undetermined,
prisoner, 1.
.
Killed in Action.
Cant. James Cook, Waco, Tex.;
Richard Frederick Smith, Jackson,
Mich.; Lieut. Louis Seif, Nelllsvllle,
Wis.; Sfrt. Carlton F. Jewell, Detroit,
Mich.; Corporals Alfred Bonnet, Bay
City, Mich.; Thomas V. Brittaln, Island 'Falls, Me.; Harry T. Curwen, St.
Croix Falls, Wis.; Fred R. Dunn,
Charleston, 111.; Hoyt Milton Hollon-sheMarlon, O.; Audie John Johnson,
East Tawas, Mich.; John F. Johnson
Saltsburg, Indiana county, Pa.; Robert
F. Spencer. Hamilton, Ontario. Cana
da; Mechanic Harlow Men.ie, Larwill

FOR YOUR OUTING LUNCH
BEEF, PORK, BOILED HAM. TONGUE.
FRESH POTATO CHIPS, POTATO SALAD,

C

CHEESE.

OLIVES, PICKLES,

ETC.

Fremont Casii Grocery
Phone SS7

.

,

..

d,

Co.

219 W. Central Ave.

Ind."

Sergeant Frederick Harris, Bar

1 9 1 S.
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Premier Lloyd George-Paysa
Fine Tribute to Noted Amer
ican Visiting London; Brit
ish Workers Divided,
OUMNAI.
.fccial LCA..O w.m
London,. Aug. 30'. Premier Dnvtd
Lloyd Georrfo at a luncheon given to
day by the government in honor of
humuet Gompcrs, president of the
American Federation of Labor, proposed a toast to the health of the labor leader, who Is vising England.
"I do this f6r two rrijions," he said.
"Ono of these is the country from
which our guest comes a country
cradled and nurtured in freedom. It
now has proved Itself true to the
great traditions of being the cham
pion and the protector of freedom.
"In this undertaking it has placed
the whole of its resources at the dis
posal of the allies in the great strug
gle for liberty,
"Therefore," he continued, "we sa
lute the flag of that glorious land of
America.
"In the second place," he added
we welcome Mr. Gompprs and his
friends for their own sake, flompcrs
is a name well known In every country
as in his own. Mr. (Jompers is a man
who, like myself, has forgiven those
who In the past have upbraided him
for his policies. We ni'e fully preto secure the
pared to
ideals which we have always held.
What Vkitory Means to Ijilxr.
"Mr. Gompers is fighting the same
'
--

"T FEEL that I must write and tell

MOffNINS JBUKNAl.
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ROAST CHICKEN,
;
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American Casualties

White Celery
Jjemons, dozen

Saturday, August
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perienced from using Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. I had always suffered from indigestion"
but since taking Syrup Pepsin I am no longer
troubled in that way, and I cannot praise it
too highly as a laxative."
From a letter to Dr. Caldwell written by
Ceo. Schaeffsr, 1103 Wett Are.
Utica, N. Y.

Ui.lD

I Mr.

30. Peculiar
Amsterdam, Aug.
light on the reiterated German assertions that the retreat of the Teuton
forces on the western front was prearranged and carried out according to
plan without undue haste, Is cast by
A. S. Meyer, war correspondent of the

Essen Algemelne Zeltung, who gives
an account of his visit to a high staff
officer of General von Hutier's army,
to whom he was referred for informa
tion.
"In the midst of the officer's explanatory statement,' says Meyer, "the
telephone rang and news came that
the enemy had rushed In on tho left
flank of the army of von dor Marwitz
and that his right flank was endan
gered. A sudden stream of telephone
orders directed the retirement and the
officer's story was cut short.
"We had to leave hurrledls'. We
r,
were to lunch with General von
but during the luncheon the telephone never ceased ringing and von
Hutier himself was hurriedly callod
away by a young orderly."
Such incidents do not prevent Karl
Rosner, generally considered the press
agent of Emperor William, from declaring that superior leadership and
skill are still on the German side, and
the Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin finds it
n
necessary to print in large
type this assertion from Ros-

ex-

I

Dr. Caldwell's

Syrup Pepsin
Tfo Perfect Laxative

V

r

.'

Sold by Druggists Everywhere

50 cts.

.

$1.00

rytown, N. Y.; Privates Napoleon
Ayotte, Three Rivers, Mich.; Burchard
New C. Banrv, Great Falls, Mont.; Oscar
John Buldazzle,
Cleveland;
H.
E.
Port Johnson, Manistequc, Mich.; Raymond
York;
Bennett,
land; Archie Sinclair, Minneapolis. O. Machen, Oskosh, Wis.; John Mar
reJohn H,
O.;
tin, West Liverpool,
Mich.: Raymond
Mitchell,
.
Negaunee,
,
'
L. Nichols, Madison, Wris.; Frank Troi
OP,
Detroit, Mich.; Lynn M. West,
Wis.; Harry Bennetts,
B.
458
Cornwall, Eng.! Ilert Brudd, Jus
Davis
Rdd
O.:
la.;
Carrlco,
tus,
Gity,
coal
and
Storage,
jHCk Castelloe, Prescott, Wis.; Solofell kinds of wood.
mon Cohen, New Bedford,
Mass.;
Jesus M. Cordova, Cortez, Colo.; HarAbout a score of the men who left
ry P. Cushen, .Baltimore, Md.; John B.
with Stefansson have died from vari. 251
RU
Desmarais, Faribault, Minn.; Fcrdi-nanous causes, among them, suicide, exFredcrii-ksSheboygan Falls,
posure and disease.
leave" for Iowa
will
O.;
prosecutor.'
Galyro,
Youngstown,
Wis.;
Tony
fjnent
ner:
When the expedition left it wa3
00 begin his campaign for governor.
Hainmett D. Harris, Thomasvillc, N,
"Further developments
may , be
aboard
the Karlulc. an old stearic
The combined concurrent sentences
J. Hickey, Madison, Wis.;
C.i
John
OF
awaited with complete calm."
lV HMNIHfl JOUNNAL IPICIAL LCAIKD WIRII
On Its arrival at Nome,
whaler.
pf the ninety-fiv- e
I. W. W, sentenced
Alfred Biggins, Media, Pa.; Herbert
On.
in
von
With
the
French
the
General
other
France,
hand.
Army
Alaska, Stefansson bought other boats
G. Hitchcock, Hamilton, Mich.; Her
Jjoday for anti-wconspiracy are 807 Aug. 30
Associated
the
In
Press).
Salzmnn,
the
Vossigche
(by
writing
and sent Dr. Anderson and a numbe
l ears and thirty-si- n
days and the General Humbert s troops which yes bert Holtke, Edelstein, 111.; George
makes hysterical appeals to Gerof the party to the Coronation gulf
Motal of fines Is $3,130,000.
took Noyon and advanced to Holzschun, Harrison, wis.; Alex Jack democratic battle that this country mans to set their teeth and to carry
terday
LONG .STAY country to study the land and the
"These fines appear to be necei- - Mount Simeon, to the northeast, re son, Cleveland, O.; William A. Jack has been
is fighting to- on. The German public which so often
and
fighting
natives. The main expedition continsaid Judge Landis in sentencing sumed their attack this morning and son, Detroit, Mich.; Walter Jankowskl,
day. In this country men of all classes has been told that France was at her
fary,"
ued north in search of new shores.
they are not I are advancing up the difficult heights Westjillis, Wis.; Michael J. Kelly, have contributed in sacrifices and suf- last gasp, now are asked
General
Jlwill cut them off. but I will put them north of the Oise.
Aftor the Carluk, carrying StefansPa.; Leo W. Kraft, De fering and I say without hesitation Salzmann to remember bythat the
Philadelphia,
Machine guns have been placed; on troit, iMich.; Karl A. Morandl, Cam- Jbn to avoid any question."
rounded Point Barrow, up at the
son,
In
that
entente
war
means
this
resourcesmore
of
boundless
the
victory
Arctic Explorer Reaches Daw- "corner
every point of vantage by the Ger tDp'idge, Mass.; John J. Morrissey, to
of the continent," it was
those
earn
who
bread
even
their
at
a
the
becomeFrance's
that
back
and
mans
powers
by
and the struggle has
Mount Bella, Galway county, Ireland; sweat of their brow than to
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by
gripped
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would
of
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other
and
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the
Paris
sort
of
United
to
bush
enemy
onvHis. Way
any
capture
fighting.
wtho ninety-sevedefendants in the I. machlno
Francis J. O'Connor, Detroit, Mich.; class.
frozen in for the winter. Stefansson
not change the fact and would not '
guns are carefully concealed Charles Oday,
fv. w. case sentenced by Judge Landig p.nd
An
N.
Y.;
Brooklyn,
States After a Stay of Five and four companions went ashoreKar-lu-li
all paths leading up tho
"it Is
that in thfs coun- bring France to her knees.
today were Meyer Friedki, of Denver, hills.command
Ore. try, with significant
k
Sheridan,
hunt. When they returned the
few exceptions, genuine lead
Into TeuThey are capable of holdinff "P drew D. Ottinger,
and Glen Roberts of Fresno, Calif-Insight
An.
illuminating
Thomas
N.
Years
L.
Daniel
Perry, Eure,
C;
Among Icebergs. '
had been carried away by a storm.
ers of labor are convinced that vie tonic "mentality Is provided by the Cowho were each given ten days im- a large force and obliging assaulting F.
Samuel
em
Mass.;
and surround the
Ring. Haverhill,
men
in this war Ifl essential that they logne Volks Zeitung which, lamenting
the
believing
Stefansson,
prisonment In the county Jail on each troops to dodge
that Schwartz, New York, N. Y.; John E. tory
of the four counts in the Indictment, placements- It has been foundintense
may achieve the great objects of their the terrible bloodshed and destruction
under Captain Bartlett, were
aboard,
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JOURNAL
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however,
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Serrey, Waterbury, Conn.; Paul
artillery preparation,
sentence to run concurrently.
lives. Previous to the war German caused by the war, says:
of the Karluk
,heWilliam
never reachos all of them.
Dawson, Yukon Territory, Aug. 30 safe, dismissed the loss
Salem, N. C.j Benny labor organized to
D. Haywood, secretary an-as an incident and set out eastward
doml
"Much as we detest it as human
the
destroy
their
French
soldiers
after
expert
w.
Wheel
who
Grant
headed
Sluba, Milwaukee, Wis.;
w. and fourteen
. treasurer of the I.
nation of Prussian militarism. The
and as Christians, yet we exult in theVilhjalrnar Stefansson,tho Arctic re- afoot. The Karluk. it was learned
'.ethers were sentenced to twenty years ence in Thlescourt forest aro becom-of er Smith, Ringgolfi, Pa.i Corado
party exploring
tfisk which they failed to accomplish it as Germans."
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and
fine
gions north' of Canada, who sailed later,
each
ScrachluBa, Italy; William by pacific means, we are
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under the
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to achieve by military means their
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that the Infan Stollings,
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of
In Action. war had not come
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The explorer will then proceed to
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Sub Total
Fields' Productions.
.98
each of the four counts:
collective
bj- ,
upproved
i
bargaining
Arctic
nt...i.n.ln.M,M
sallire
B.
Admiral R.
Peary's
OF WAR
EiUiHted Men.
itween employes' and the company.
H. F.
Moran, Spokane;
was Dr. R. M. An- Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy. It Is
Another
master.
Deaths
,.
Kane. Globe. Aris.; John Avlla, Pater-tor- t,
In a letter to Secretary Baker the
DON CAMERON, IS DEAD
derson, with whom Stefansson ha! by far the best medicine of the kind
Increased coal prices for what is Wounded
.1,874
N. J.; Dave Ingar, Youngstown,
company said it had. not submitted studied at the University of Iowa. 1 have ever used."
of
In
hands
9
known
enemy
as
the Cerrillos fields In New
William Wcyh, Oakland, Calif.;
its rights to the war labor board, did
MOftNIN. JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAMO WIRRl
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,
Pierco C. Wetter,' Great Falls, Mont.; Mexico became effective at 7 o'clock Missing
'not admit that the board had con
Pa..
Aug.
tiarrisiiurg,
yesterday morning. , The local fuel
ducted the brief investigation which
Joseph
Oates, Globe, Ariz.
Donald Cameron, for thirty
'
Sub Total
year? preceded Its decision In ' aecordatfee
Alexander Cournos,' of Huron, S. D., administration office received hotice
........2,873 united
States
senator
from
Pennsyl
was one of those sentenced to six of the increase from. E. Q. Trow
vanla and secretary of war from 1S76 with President Wilson's labor procla-- ;
Grand Total
......V.2,971 to
Fears Imprisonment and fined $5,000 bridge, director of the bureau of
no reason why It
1877, died early today at Ponega mation and saw
The
casualties
following
On the first count, on
the second prices for the national fuel adminisshould abandon Its legitimate meth
'
Lancaster
'
ed
the
county,
by
vount ten years Imprisonment,
commanding general of the
and tration.
Senator Cameron, who graduated ods of doing business.
The Increases are as follows, mine- - American expeditionary forces (In
$5,000 fine, on the third count, two
from
cluded
in
v,
Prineton, was. president of the
:
the
above
total)
years Imprisonment and $10,000 fine; run, 10 cents ton. from $4.40 to $4.50
wortnern Central railway from. 1863 JAPANESE CONSUL AND
,.
en the fourth count ten years Imprls- - a ton; prepared sizes, 60 cents a ton, Kiuea in action
onment and $10,000 fine; sentences from $4.90 to $5.50 a ton; slack. 10 Died of wounds received In action..- - 1 to 1874. He resigned to become sec
STAFF, LEAVE. MOSCOW
7 retary of war in 1876.. being elected
to run concurrently.
cents a ton. from $3.90 to $4.00 ton. Wounded in action (severely)
to
the
senate
in
the
7
He
,
action
Missing
to
following year.
The following were sentenced
The Increase affects the mines In
served twenty years and- was a con
Amsterdam, Aug. SO. The Japanese
and fined Cerrillos. N. M., and the Omera mine
ix"year Imprisonment
Total
1 5,0000 on the first count, on the
He
spicuoua
attracted much consul and the embassy staff, tho
figure.
d at San Pedro.
attention by his revenue bill speechos last entente representative at Moscow,
Killed in Action.
count ten years imprisonment and
The action of the national admin
have left tor home under a special
Second Lieut. Charles II. Roy, wnue in the senate.
.....
.
5,000; fines; on the third count two istration in granting the increase Is
' 'rHe retired from ' politics when his safe conduct provided ' by the BoH
years Imprisonment and $10,000 fine; the result of petitions which were Janesport, Mo.; Sergeant Raymond
,P. Crinin.' Pittsburgh, Pa.; Corporals term as senator ended in 187 and shevik government, according to a
n the fourth count 4ert years lraprls-enm- e presented
operators asking an rrederlck I.
519
Moscow dispatch to the Bcrlin Loka!
nt and $10,000 finej sentences to advance in prices. The administra
Schramm. Bellalre, o. devoted his attention to business ma
'
-- c,
Lewis Abercrombie, Laurens
ters. He had Urge real "estate hold
Anzeiger.
'..win concurrently
R
c.
Increases
also
tion
In
other
granted
" C.' W. Dftvta,
Robert A. Stephen, St. Louis, Mo.; PrJ. ings in Washington and In; this and
Spokane: 3. H. Byers, fields of the United States.
Overland car in good shape several
One
Washington, Aug. 30. So far as the.
u
Portland; C. W; Rloe, Portland; John
What affect the Increase will have vaies Hubert ' H. Burns. - Randlott other states.
state
Amerihere
knows,
department
U Turner, Spokane; Albert B. Prash on coal prices in Albuquerque was not, Ltah; Emmert O. Finney, Shelbina,
high grade rugs; several beds, springs and mattresses;
can Consul General Poole is still in
mo.; Align burn D. Martin. FAHt Knd PROMINENT
ner, Bcranton, pa.; John Vsrhn. flno announced
table writing desk;
Is
PERSONS
but
it
yesterday,
dressers,' dressing
prob N. c.; Albert M. A.
Moscow and no xiff icial report has
ksner Fred Jftakkol, Duluth: Joseph able that coal
Raggio, New York,
prices here will ad
dining ta"trunks,
phonographs,
to
hand
received
been
suit
confirm
cases,
bags,
dispatches
.f. Gordon, chk tigo; Rastmar Johnson,
AT
;
JAMES' FUNERAL from German sources
vance in proportion as a large pa: I
cook
of
the
last
chairs,
thar
rocking
sideboards,
Died of Wounds.
bles, dining chairs,
rY MORNIN. JOURNAL
Chicago; Charles Ashlclgh, 8an Fran of the coal used in this city is CeriraiU UMU W.RS1
the entente
have left
Socond Lieut. Scott M. Johnston Rt
and
representatives
vari1 Bourn, Minneapolis; Btan- machine,
washing
mason,
'
stoves,
stoves,
0.
heaters,
Ky
...
With
many
rillos coal.
gas
,
Aug.
'
Nothing has been heard
'
- ;
i
,
,
as . ;
,
raui, aunn.' i
persons prominent in the state and that city.
, ley J. Claj k, Jacksonville ,Tex.; Alex
ous nf.hpr t.rnncs.
from Mr. Poole since about two weeks
' aNider Cournos, Huron, 8. D.; dward
nation
Pfl
lato
the
present,
Files
the
funeral
of
iters.
to
bidder
the
Corporation
sold
;
be
will
when
he.
cabled
highest
This
and
is
intended
he
that
stuff
ago,
J
'
good
fUnited States Senator Ollte lM. James
npM Accepts Offer.
Santa Ke. Aug.
$8,000,000
Dof,..flilliidelphia; Ben Fletcher,
to remain In Moscow to lend any as
for
cash.
PhlladeJpWas'JMic Law, .Pittsburgh, corporation today filed Its charter In
Washington, Aug. 80. Representa- - ioi Kentucky was held today;- - Tho sistancepossible to endangered allied
Pa,f Bert Lorton, Chicago; J. A. Mc- New Mexico and paid the state, cor-- f tive. gimon D. Fess of Ohio was ten Ispecial train bearing th hnilu nt th
g
consular officers.
Donald Seattle; Francl - Miller, Provl. r oration- - commission' the handsome oorea tne chairmanship of the
Idead
senator
of
repubmembers
containing
do
for
of
fee
to
$816
dene
R. f.i Gwver" H. Perry, Salt
being admitted
lican congressional campaign commit- me neiegatlon appointed By the houa
.
Indigestion,
IWike CHy; Don ' Mjerldari. ' Spokane, business In New Mexico. It is the Sintee at a meeting of the organisation and senate, was met
"A few weeks ago 1 used a bottle of
by a great gathclair
of
State
the
Company
Refining
St. Joha.t JacariUa, N.
8ih.f,V!ii""it
Friends
of
Mr.
Fess
tonight
of
said
he
Kentucklans
to
Chamberlain's
Tablets when I was
ering
who came
of Maine and Its New Mexico head- Would
M.r-8- .
(The fellow that wallcs in his sleep, will swap his
t'. Thpmpson, Seattle; John quarters
trlbuto to his memory. "
having a bad spell of indigestton.
will be at Tucuincarl with successoraccept. Formal election of a pay
U1 uauc
John Pancner, B. Coiins as the statutory agent. The
"vfalsh, "Philadelphia;
ivi Miijr tiling
to Representative Frank P. After a brief church ceremony tho These tablets strengthened my stomIOr Old lUrllllUrc, Ul
'
'
Detroit; 8i(field Btemberg, Minneap- corporation will prospect for oil, drill woods of lowa who resigned
can get in his house, eat or drag off.)
as body was laid beside that of Benator ach, and toned up my system generhe
to take and most
are
olis: peter Green Portland;', Edward oil welte, produce,' refine and traffic 1 Chairman Tuesday night, was deferred
ally.
easy
They
jarnes mother. who : died, a- few effectual,1 writes Mrs, D, 8.
.
Dart,
TImilton, CWcafo; James f3ovtok,
oib y. nmr
Monday nig-hl,
montqs ago
.:
SkftBtttaiM.
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A combination of simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, mild and gentle in its action, that
lieves constipation quickly. A trial bottle
can be obtained free of charge by writing to
Dr. W.
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IWashington Street,
Monticello, Illinois.
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PAY OTPRIVATES
War Department Makes Important Ruling to Encourage
Youths of 8 or Over to Enter College This Fall.
;

PEN TOMORKO W

TO MORMIN

POLICY

JOURNAL!

""is

..

best. ...
MUSIC
'
The music will be furnished by the New Ideal Orchestra (Trof.
Fred K. Ellis, director), featuring Miss Irene I'artch, violinist. Albuquerque is well acquainted with Mr. Ellis, leader of the band: he
needs no introduction. Music can mar or make a play, and Mr. Ellis
Is thoroughly competent to arrange musical accompaniment
for (he
plays that will heighten the tenseness of drama and bring out the
,
laughs in comedy.

X.reserit being established

at secondary
schools, but hope to extend military
Instructions at secondary schools at
an early date. There will also he educational sections of the 8. A. T- C. recruited by, calls through the local
boards.
"Academic
Instruction must be
modified to have dlroct military value.
Institutions are asked at the earliest
possible date before Oct. 1 to contract
with war department for housing, subsistence and Instruction of soldiers assigned as members of the S. A. T.
contracts to be made on a cost
las!s. The Institution will collect only
the proportion of tuition fees covering
the perod to Oct. 1, snce the government assumes the cost after that date.
,
"Certain difficulties of adjustment
are recognized but it Is believed none
cf thes" is insuperable If approached
in a spirt of
fXlgned) "ROBERT E- VINSON.
"Regional director on Education and
Special Training for Texas, Okla
homa, New Mexico and Arizona."

CHANGKS OF PRO(inAM
Aside from big special attractions which may come In on odd
dates from time to time, there will
be four' programs each week.
The changes will be made on Sundays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and

AT THE TIIMYI'ERS TODAY. "IV Theater Wm. 8. Hart, an
star, appears in "The Narrow
t
Trail," also A
comedy, "Jerry's Uncle's Namesake."
For
the last time toLyric Theater
day, "Pershing's Crusaders" .will appear both afternoon and evening.
Pastime Theater "The Blindness
of Divorce'' will be repeated this afternoon nn devening; also the comedy
"Saved by Wireless "

art-cra- ft

two-par-

at

DEATHS ANDFUNERALS
Gladys O. Walker.
Gladys O. Walker, 21 years old, died
at her home on East Central avenue
this morning. She came here one year
ago from Topeka, Kan. She is survived by a husband, B. B. Walker, a
soldier In the army; her mother, Mrs,
Minnie I. Organ, and a sister, Mrs.
M. Smith, who are living here. C. T.
French will send the bopy to Kansas
City today.

Miss Mia OstcrmeyiT.- Ella Ostermeycr, an employo
of the Harvey house here, died at 11
o'clock Thursday night.
She had
two months,
lived In Albuquerque
here from Juliet, III. She was
pany operates under three franchises, coming
acone of which is reported to be older 33 years old. Miss McShern', whoAlbucompanied Miss Ostermeyer to
than t the state corporation commisquerque when she came, accompanied
Itself.
sion
'
the body to Joljet last night. Strong
George Roslington, president of the Brothers
were in charge. ,
(street car company, said that the
he
and
that
a
ii
necessity
farejs
Alike Garcia.
'certain the state corporation commitMike
28 years old, died at
tee would grant the Increase If appli- his homeGarcia,
invLas Griegos yesterday
cation were made to that body. He morning from
Ho forpneumonia.
eald attorney of the company ar
merly was employed by Ihe Bibo Mer
determine
to
matter
on
the
working
cantile company of Domingo.
The
y
under which franchise the street
body was removed to the CroUott- unis operating. ,
dertaking rooms. Funeral arrangements have not been completed.
Miss

ral'-wa-

M.I.
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Santa Fe, Aug. 30. Cadet Kinnl-so- n
of trie New Mexico Military institute has been selected at the student's
army training camp at the Presidio.
San Francisco, to go to Fort HancockJ
for Intensive training In musketry.
He stood lilghest In his regiment and
was first to take charge of battalion
drill and act as commanding officer
at parades.
High praise Is being accorded all
of the New Mexico Military institute
representatives aty the Presidio for
their military bearing and snap. So
writes a Santa Fe young man who is
also training; at the Presidio and who
has been recommended for acommis- -

Hours of Show
ly from
day.

p. m, to 11 p. m.

1

each

'

Prices
to 6 p. m., 10c.
.to
children 10c, adults, 15c.
1

11 p.

m.,
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NOT IN NAME ONLY

LAND IN NATIONAL

SMALL CHILD LOSES HER

ClFEREiE

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

REPORT

TO UNDERGO SPECIAL
, MUSKETRY TRAINING

HF.SSIE LOVE

9
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i

ca-far- es

N. M.
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BE IDEAL

THE NEW IDEAL THEATER SHALL

FARE ILLEGAL,

decisions.
The opinion deals with the constitutional power of the commission and
assumes that tnti car company has a
'title to a franchise of 1881. granted fo
lhe former Albuquerque Street Rall- iroad company, which J allowed th)
maximum rate of 15 cents.
William A. Keleher. city attorney,
j itald last night he has asked Patton
for a copy of the opinion. In order
Vthat he may thoroughly go Into tho
i matter to ascertain the legal status
;
of the commissioners In the matter.
One member of the commission said
last night he believes the commission
Vwn well iwitbln its rights in granting
fhe Increase. The local electric com-

y

four-poste-

The projection equipment has been thoroughly overhauled and
new equipment Installed wherever the old was defective even in the
slightest degree. With this equipment In the hands of Mr. W. B.
("Spot") Moore, the projection cannot but be perfect.
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PROJECTION

-

Friday

INCREASE

state constitution abrogates the term
of the old franchise of the street ear
company and cites four United State
supreme court decisions and two stats

Management

if

Tl'KSDAY AND WEDNESDAY, SEPT. R and 4
IU'shIc liOVC, who formerly lived In Albuquerque, .in What Is
probably the sweetest story ever filmed "A Utile SInIct of Every,
hotly," in which there Is no room for gloom .or pessimism. It is a
snorkling photoplay with a strong human appeal thai will endear to
the hearts of every patron of the Ideal this winsome, happy, natural
girl.
THURSDAY, SEPT S ,v-Ann Mtirdot'k'ln "My Wife."
(Twin beds traded for a
A picturization of the famous Charles Frogman stage play,
now playing In "The Three
star
Frohman's
Charles
baby
starring
lipars" on Broadway. An unusual attraction m every way, but thoroughly In keeping with the quulity of the plays which will constitute the regular program at the New Meal a program that will
Ifeep you guessing whether or not you can afford to miss any one of
.
the four features each week.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SE1T.
mitl 7
Gull Kane In "A Game of Wits."
One play in a thousand
watch for the advertising.

DISINFECTION
The New Ideal Theater will be thoroughly disinfected each day.
In addition the air will be constantly, thoroughly njid odorlessly disinfected during all performances.
All danger of Infection wil! ho
eliminated; you and your children will be safe In the New Ideal.
!
TKKATMENT OF PATRONS
;,
Instructions to all employes at the Nw Ideal are: "Take care
of the patrons, the 'boss' can look out for himself." The patrons'
wishes an comfort shall be the first consideration. The new managers will appreciate suggestions tending to further the pleasure,
comfort and convenience of patrons.

KF.EXAX

FRANK

AT THE IVKIC.
That America is building a bridge
of ships to France Is more of a realIN CAR
ity than has been generally supposed,
for it is shown in "Pershing's Crusaders," the U. S. Official War FilnC
at the Lyric theater today only that
ships are being built and launched
IS
from the many shipyards of the country at feverish rate.
In these films, released by the committee on public information, Cieorge
Creel, chairman, through. the division
of films, Charles S, Hart, director,
scenes are shown In many of the leading shipbuilding plants of the country, ad in all of them the ways are
filled to capacity with ships in the
That the commissioners of the citr, building with men
working like beaIn granting an Incease In street
vers to rush them to completion. Many
to the City Electric company launchlngs are shown, and each
ship
acted without authority and that the that goes down the ways represents
rate is not within tho another span In the bridge of Bhips
present
to reach across tho Atlantic.
law, Is the opinion of Attorney General Harry L. Patton, expressed to tha ' An Interesting part of the shipbuild.
state corporation commission. The Ing program is that dealing with the
submarine
the little speed
opinion was rendered yesterday at the boats that chasers,
are to fight and subdue
request of the commission. Mr. Pat-to- n the
menace. While hundreds
in the opinion
states that the of
thejri have been. launched And are

FAITHS

'.'(.!

VKNTILATIOX
The ventilation will be perfect. The theater has exhaust fans
with a 'capacity equal to the volume of the room every four minutes. Thus the air will be completely changed every four minutes.

.

s-

PROGRAM SI XDAY AND MONDAY, KEPT. 1 ami 2
Pathe presents Frank Kecnan in "More Trouble."
With this will be shown an animated comic cartoon with the
original KuUoiijumnior Kills by Rudolf Dirks in "Fut ami Furious,"
and an educational subject, "Imlluim Limestone ;
"More Trouble" is aptly described as a tragic farce. It has to
do with the ludicrous thials and tribulations of a weulthy iron manufacturer upon the graduation of his son from college. It is a. riot
of mirth from start to finish. If you enjoy laughing you cannot afford to miss this feature, which has taken the larger cities by storm.
"It Is something new a tragic farce, and the best picture play
of the year." The N. Y. Tribune.
"Fast and exciting, and the best picture play that has come to
The N. Y. Herald.
Broadway."
"Frank Keenan Is registering the hit of his distinguished career
in 'More Trouble.' " N. Y. Telegraph.
"The best photoplay to hit Broadway In a dog's age." N. Y.
Globe.
"'More Trouble sets the pace; It Is a riot of fun, although every
character is deadly serious." The Times.
You, too, will, enjoy "More Trouble" a dollnr'sVWorth of fun
'
for fifteen cents.

In announcing the opening of the New Ideal Theater it will
perhaps be best to satisfy your curiosity as to what wi" be the polof
the house. The new managers have been motion picture exicy
hibitors since 1906 and are thoroughly competent to select plays and
conduct the theater in a manner that will merit your patronage.
The booking policy will be what is termed in the traMe as the open
market plan. That is, no one firm's entire output will be contracted.
Any firm, no matter how good it may be, will make some poor pictures. The New Ideal will select only the best plays. Pictures
traded in this manner cost more than mh the old plan, but the new'
managers feel confident that the people of Albuquerque want the

Austin, Texas, Aug. 30. Today received the following telegram from
committee on education and special

training of war department, which
of interest to colleges and students:
"New conditions under the amended selective draft Bervioe act reducing
the draft age of 5 8 have resulted in
a revision of the pdeviously announced
plans for students in the army training coips. The new military program
probably will necessitate the mobilization of all physcially fit registrants
under 21 within ten months, there-lor- e
virtually all students over 18 will
be in the field by June, excepting certain technical students.
'fundamental changes in the college routine become necessary. All
young men plannlg to go to college
should carry ouf their plans- Such men
ever 18 will register with local boards
In September and will be inducted
into the S. A. T. C. at college about
Oct. 1. First members of the'S. A.
will be soldiers subject to discipline
and with pay of privates. Student soldiers will be kept under observation
to determine qualifications as officers
or technical expeTts.' Transfers after a
certain period will be made to officers
school or to college for further study,
cr to cantonment for duty with troops
as privates. Attempt will be made to
keep unit at uniform strength by continued admissions from secondary
schools and transfers from depot
Students will not ordinarily
remain with college units after the
majority of the men of the same age
outside of college have been called
to camp.
"No units of the S. A. T. C. are at

Competent
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New and

Under
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cn active duty, hundreds more are on
the ways and being rushd to the wa-

OF

WAY AFTER SEEING SHOW
Miss Evelyn Wallers, 9 years old,
living ut 614 West Iron avenue,' lost
her way last night when she came out
of a picture show, sheh ud presence
of mind howev.-- r a'nd only walked ten
blocks out of her way before she asked for aid.
She left home alone about 3 (('clock
In the afternoons. After seeing one
show she went into another. When
she came out of the. second show it
was dark and she started for what
she thought was home. It was 9
o'clock lust nltrht when she entered
a home at 903 North Third street and
told the residents that she was lost
The people, living thre called the
police station. TVIeanwhllo, the mother
of the girl had been communieat'pg
with the authorities. Sergeant N,
was the hero of the hour and
answered tho call, taking the girl to
lthe station. There she was met by
her mother and the latter's worry was
ended.

TEACHERS E

ter.

In the shipbuilding portion of it"
activities, the government is making
wonderful progress and is keeping step
with, the preparations for the army
and aviation departmentsAfter viewing "Pershing's Crusaders" one feels pride In the achievement of the government and comfort
The conference of Interdenominain the thought that the menace of the tional mission teachers of kew Mexico
submarine is now a thing of ihe past. which was under way at the Menaul
school for several days, ended ye
AT THE PASTIME.
terday morning with the election of
"eareh of the court records of Reno, (officers. The new officers for the
Nevada, disclose the startling fact year are the Ttev. A. a. Axtell, presithut the families ot physlol'ins and
Prof. F. L. Stevenson of the
surgeons are contributing three times dent;
tho number of suits for marital sep- Menaul school,' vice president; Miss
of the Harwood home, secretary-taration of any other ptofossion or cc-- Osmond
reasurer.
The delegates vot-pation.
The divorce colony then- is li.eially to meet at the ltlo Grande Industrial
flooded with either doctors or doctors' school next year.
wives and the number is 'said to bo
The devotional
Bervlce of the
ateudily increasing.
lod
That cruelty prompted by jeuloufV "morning wasa formerby the Rev. Car.
Armerdlng,
missionary from
of wiv?s ls,alk"ged in practically ever
Chief Clerk Lou?,
instance, by the doctors and unfaitti-- l Cestral America.
fulnes and neslect charged by wives of the stute educational department
ligatnst doctors is shown by the court explained the state compulsory atecords and testimony.
tendance law and brought greeting
The picturizatlon of "The Blindness from the state department.
Miss
of Divorce," made by that brilliant Laura Colllngs of Cubfro made a refor port for the primary committee.
young director, Frank
Lloyd
William Fox shows many of the evils, President H. C. Donaldson concluded
which are caused by divorce This a
discussion of the text
photo'lrama of life will he seen at "Schools of Tomorrow." hook with the
he Pastime theater today for the 'ast
- Mr. Donaldson,
time.
retiring president,
In connection the management Is re said last night that the conference
was the best that has ever been held,
peating the comedy, "Saved by
both from a standpoint of Interesting
sessions and attendance. Fifty-seve- n
were enrolled for the conference.
service
Following the devotional
DRY
ACTION
Thursday morning, which was led by
the Rev. Charles McKean, the conference broke 'tip into sections, the
plaza teachers and matrons each disMiss
cussing their special problems.
DELAYED-MADilley of Albuquerque presented some
'
;
facts upon first aid,
Dr. F. J. Estabrook spoke on "The
Education." The
Faults of
TODAY church, he Religious
said, In too many Instances
has created spiritual atmosphere entirely separate from the world. This
fact, he said, always blights the useOpposition to Various Appro-prlatio- ns fulness of the church. The time i
when
the
coming, he continued
Attacked
church will take up its religious trainand bring it Into identity with the
Wasteful Halts Agricultural ing
environment of all people,
Miss Sarah B. Sutherland led the
Measure in the Senate, :
devotional service of the afternoon.
President IT. C. Donaldson Introduced
tmr MoKMiMa
journal .ficiai
wir.i
who read the story
Washington, Aug. 30. Opposition Dr. A. P. Wedge,
Dr. J. H. Heald
to various appropriations attacked as "That Something."
to- spoke on the teacher's part In the war
wasteful and and unnecessary
was to keep ui)
gether with protracted debate pn the and said their part
the morale of fheir . patrons. Ho
conference report to the
bill, resulted in the failure of the showed, too, that the war must necessenate to pass the agricultural appro sarily affect the teaching of all sub
jects. Dr. Estabroog also spoke ot
priation diii wun lis araenament p
viding for prohibition after June 30. the afternoon conference. The musi1919.
Prcfeiibltlon leaders plan, for cal program was furnished by Mrs.
Donaldson, Miss Morey. Miss Lyons
a vote tomorrow.
Discussion of minor appropriations and Mr. and Mrs. Heslet.
occupied most of the time, senators
contending muchpf the money could 100 MECHANICS JN
be devoted to better purposes.
An
TRAIN

OFFICERS NAMED

ci

-

CIVIL
SERVICE EXAMS.
FOR SEPTEMBER

ANNOUNCE

BILL

Y

SE PASSER

er

:

.

GO
SPECIAL
amendment authorizing the secretary
FOREST IS RESTORED
of agriculture to set aside 32,600,0000
T0
PORTLAND, ORE.
the purchase of seed wheat to be
TO HOMESTEAD ENTRY for
sold to farmers, was adopted.
Thirty-si- x
men, comprising a New
tfhe bill wltn the prohibition amend
TO MORNINO JOUMNAbl
!raCIAL CORftHPONDCNci
ment, according to the plans of sen Mexico skilled labor contingent, left
Santa Fe, Aug. 30. J3. II. Gibbs, ate leaders, is to be passed
on a special train for Portfinally by last night
chief of the Santa Fe field division a viva
voce vote, without placing sen land, Ore. Themen were obtained
of the general land officeannounced ators on record as to the
the t'nfted States employment
prohibition through and
are working under sutoday that upon the recommendation proposition. Upon passage by
sen- service
t
i
of Sepretary
the Interior Land and ate, the measure will go to conference. pervision of the department of labor.
In addition to the thirty-si- x
from
Secretary ot Agriculture Houston, the
president has signed the proclamation Kra. Klein Recommends Cbambcr-- , Albuquerque other contingents, totalexcluding 88,61 acres from the Routt
loin's Liniment.
ling 100, were obtained from other
national forest and restoring this area "I keep a bottle of Chamberlain's points In the state.. The men were
to homestead entry at and alter Oc- Liniment In the house at all times, sent to the Astoria shipyards and intober 17, 1 a. m., and to settlement and have used It lor years. It will cluded boilermakers, machinist,
pains quicker than
and other disposition after October 2t. relieve rheumatic
machinery Installers and
I ever 'used. I have also
'
VAbout $0,043 acres are under with- anything
i
general helpers.
recommended
to
it
and
my
neighbors
drawal for coal classification but will friends who have used it siicreSR,fully "
George F. MahOney, state director
be subject to surface homestead en- writes Mrs. N. M. Klein, Clillllcothe, of Ihe employment service, was in
: ;.;
..
Mo,
try.
charge of the men.
, ..
--

'

-

Laboratory aid In
agricultural
technology, (male nnd female), $720
to 1,080.
October
Business
principal,
(male and female), $1,200.
Information and application blanks

may be obtained from H. F, Fagan,
Ixical Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M..
or C. L. Snyder', District Secretary,
Post Office Building, Sun Francisco-

FOOD ADMINISTRATION

SPEAKERS FINISH TRIP

LEGAL NOTICE.
ORDINANCE NO. 26.

,

'

Ordinance Providnlg For a Lien
Upon Real Estate Within the Ulty
of Albuquerque For Water Furnished Owners of Such Real Estate or
Their Tenants.
,
Bo It Ordained by the City Commission ot the City of Albuquerque:
Section 1. That the City of Albuquerque shall have a lien upon any
lot or subdivision of sale1 city for all
legal charges for water tarnished by
such city end used upon any lot or
subdivision thereof or In .or upon any
buildings situated thereon; provided,
that whenever any building, lot. or
subdivision in or upon which water l
being used shall become vacant. It
shall he the duty of the owner or
former tenant to give notice in writing to the Water Department Of the
City .tf Albuquerque, that the said
property la vacant and when such notice is so given no lien for water furnished aftor three daysfrom receipt
of said notice shall be had against
said property.
.
'
,
Sec.' 2.- The City of Albuquerqtie
shall refuse to supply water to any
subsequent owner, occupant or lessee
of any lot, subdivision
or premises
upon which it holds a lien for snpald
water charges until all delinquent wa.
ter charges ,for water supplied the
former owner or occupant are paldi
.
All ordinances and parts
Sec.
of ordinances In conflict .herewith are
hereby repealed and this ordinance
Is hereby declared an emergency ordnance on the ground of urgent public
need and shall become effective from
and after its passage and legal ptib
llcatton. Passed and approved thla
21st day of Aug., 1918.
n, '
An

;.

.

.

-

3- -

Private W.E.ColIlnge and Lieut. W.
H. Gregory returnea last night from
a trip through Sandoval county in the
intorests of the food administration.
On Wednesday-afternoothe men
spoke at Cabezort to-large crowd
which gathered from a radius of thirty-vfive
miles. They were guesti of Mr. (seal)
-ClIAS. F. WADR.
and Mrs. Richard Hallor at that place.
Chairman, City Commission, City of
Wednesday night the men 'spoke to ' Albuquerque.
"i, ,;
700 persons at Cuba.
). Attest'
"
' On Thursday night the men 'spoke
GEO, D HAMMOND.
to an unusually lurge meeting at
City Clerk.
-

.

-

-

'

;.

of Albuquerque
.

.

To aid you in these vital matters we have arranged for two weeks of demonstrations in war-tim- e
cooking: and kitchen economy, to be conducted by Miu Iva Lay
of Quincy, Illinois, one of the most famous demonstrators of war-tim- e
recipes-an' - '.
fuel economy.
,
.

-

Miss Lay Will Use in These Demonstrations the

Famous
and will use
wood
coal,

Ranges

and gas, showing how economy may be ex-

ercised in the use of each.

?

DURING THESE DEMONSTRATIONS
A $100.00 ECONOMY
STEEL RANGE WILL, BE GIVEN AWAY, ABSOLUTELY FREE
These demonstrations will begin on Tuesday, September third, and will continue to
and including Saturday, September fourteenth.
; ;'

Watch for the detailed announcement In the Morning Journal Sunday morning.
'
ery line in that announcement will be of value tc you. .., '
.
t

Ev-

1

J. KORBER & COMPANY

'

;

September 4: Mimeograph operator,
(male and female), $70 to 1,200.
September 7; Minor clerk, (male
and female), $900.
September 18: Field matron, (female), $600 to 840. '
September 1H: Scenario editor,
(male and female). $1,600.
September 21: Messenger, forest
service, (male), $660.
September 24:
(mule and female), $1,000 and over.
Bookkeeper-typewriter,
(male and
$1,000 and over.
female),
'
September 27: Clerk with knowledge of stenography and typewriting
(male and female), $900 to 1,200.
September 28: Forest and field
clerk, (male and female), $1,100 to
$1,200.
October 2: Inspector of safety ap
pliances, (mine), la.uou.
Inspector ofJ hours of service, (mnJe)

You are interested in the conservation of food;
In the successful use of flour substitutes;
In economical use of fuel and conservation of coal;
'
In better kitchen economy.

I

uun

man-pow-

,

to 1,200.

To the Women

as

l

Jemci Springs.
The trip was under supervision of
Philip
Jagcls, county food administra$720.
Laboratory attendant, (male),
List No. 3. Examinations in which tor for Sandoval county. The trip Was
the lust by Qregory, who has peed no
competitors will ibe assemble! for tified that
he 1 sto report at once
scholastic tests:
Every Tuesday, stenographer and a training camp in Texas.
typewriter, (male and female), $9o?

3:

The U. S. civil service commission
announces open competitive examin'
ations as follows:
List No. 1. Examinations In which
competitors are not assembled, but
are rated upon the subject cf education- training, and experience, and
corrobative evidence. Applications for
there examinations are received at
,
any time:
Agriculturist for reclamation projects (male), J1.800 to 2,400.
Associate physicist, (male), $2,000
to 2,800.
Assistant physicist, (male and female), $1,500 to 1,800.
List No. 2. Examinations of the
type, for which applications must be filed by the dates
specified:
.,.September 24: Chemical laborator-lan- ,
(male and female),' $900 to 1,500Chemist's aid,, (male and female),
$720 to 900.
Mechanical draftsman, patent office

i

IS

(in ale and female), $1,000.
October 1: Vineyard superintendent,
(male), $1,440 to 1,800.

2GS

', Albuqunrques Big Hardware Store
South Second Street

Phone 878

-

X

'

it
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What Is Rheumatism?
Why Suffer from It?
I

and which Is not effcVted b
Sufferers Should Realize That lurks
and ointments. It is important
It It a Blood Infection and salves
that you rid yourself of this terrihlt
disease before it kocb too far. 8.
Can Be Permanently
is the blood purifier that has stoo:i
Relieved.
the test of time, having been itt con-

fifty yeftrs. li

s

V

x
poison.
It does not require medical advice
to know that, good health is absopure blood.
lutely dependent upon
When the muBctea and Joints become
eore and drawn with rheumatism, it is
not a wise thing to take a little salvo
and by rubbing it on the sore spot, expect to get rid of your rheumatics.
You must go deeper than that, down
deep Into the blood where the poison

stomach.

Write the physician of tills Company ami h't him advise with you
Advice Is furnished without charge
Address Swift Hpeclfic Company, 4 3 f
Swift Uilxinitory, Atlanta. fia.

OF THE TEAMS

STANDING
ATHLETIC-FUND-

WTlONAIi l.KAGli:.

IN

f

Chicago
Cincinnati
New York

Pittsburgh
philudi Iph
Huston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

AT GAMP FUNSTON

'

Equipment of
Men in 'Training Station
Have Been Meager; Officer
Saye Sport? Help Soldiers.

'

COSSSSPONDSNCS

TO

wr.

I..

S2

4:1

63

0

,

.

XM

45s

.55

- w.
..73

Ronton
Cleveland
W'ashingion
New York
Chicago
Detroit

....... ...
......... .69
.62
.............
7

58
53

l'hll.idclphla

MClftNtN. JOURNAL!

1

...57

M

113

69
72
77

u:cri--

AMKinc.w

.er.e
.512

t."

3
.

ret

63
53
51

u

for

Donations

MATS

CHICAGO LOSES

IN SLOW

.424
.416

.

r..
rvt
.584
52,
54';"V;56S
81

.561
.512
.488

f,9
75

.4.14
.4 32

54

59

(.StCIAi.
3
4C
.423
SI. I.ouls . ;
Kans., Auk. lit.
Camp
The members of the tenth division are
ileBtined to forego competitive sports is almost exhausted, an dthe equipis
t'.urlng their period of training here ment left over by the eighty-nint- h
vnleaa contributions are made more hardly fit for competitive,
sports.
to
raise
freely toward the campaign
Without competition, sports soon take
$10.t)00 ftr the purchase of athletic in a dull edge and are relegated to
eoulpmet. Accoiling to Captain U. V. the ash hean- inasmuch as enthusiasm
'
(igiien, camp athletic director, the is concerned
subscriptions to the fund have .betn
Major General I,eonard Wood and
very meager, and unless the peoplo his competent staff of military lpat!- respond more liberally, nearly f0,0UO Uers are enxioiis to turn out a double
youths who are preparing to mal.e to the eighty-ninth- ,
and this can lie
the Bupreme sacrifice so that democ- accomplished more easily and
racy may live will heve to be content
under the same conditions
to use the worn-out
paraphernalia that existed while the first Kunston
h
diveighty-nintleft behind by the
division was in training here. Plenty
ision previous to its departure overof athletic activity helped prime the
seas.
previous division for the big scrap
division and
When the eighty-nint- h
will work likewise with the prespassed in review In France, they were ent organization.
regarded b ythe allied war leaders
The value of athletics in training
who were present as one of the best of our fighters for overseas is too
looking organiaztions that ever landopenly manifest .lor further elucidaed on foreign shores. While training tion. It has been lauded from every
at Camp
Kansas, the division source, sans insidious Hun propoganda
received full military training and and its gospel has been preached
were also active in athletics The lat- broadcast. The benefits derived from
?cond in import- athletics have probably been more
ter was considered
ance only to military routine ' Itself forcibly shown by our fighters In
vvaa
member
and every
urged to parti- France than anywhere else. Their tencipate. Tne result was that the divis- acity, endurance and other staying
ion blossomed Into one of the highest qualities while under fire are partly
trained in the country.' due not only tesultant from athletic training and
to rigorous drilling an dniarchlng, but have drawn praise from all corners
In a measure to atnietics. fcport activof the battlefield. !n fact, this had
ities did much to help condition the such a pronounced bearing on the
of
the
and
the
spirit
kept
fighters
Knglish war lords that a policy of
enlisted men buoyed. The Invocation "more athleties and lesg drill" is to be
has been a followed by the Tommies henceforth.
of athleticH lir thu-arblessing, as It mrnimixea the worry of
('amp Funston affords many places
the soldier. '
where competitive sports can be iteld,
lenders
The intention of the military
and also there are plenty of
are to keep the embyt-oemployed
Americans to participate in the
either in mind or bpdy, for a content- activities. All they need Is the matered soldier is more easily taught the ial, ami It Is up to the people to
game of warfare than one depressed brunch out In their gracious sacriin spirits. The morale of' the soldier fices and lend a hand to the boyi In
the training camp- All checks or mon- .in training must be preserved, and
nnlaoa uVinol.t l.n BAnt in Pnntaln
athletics, more that, any other one
H. V. Ogrlen, Camp Ath.'etlc Director,
thing ,1s the proven remedy.
The supply of athletic wares here Camp Funston, Kansas.
satis-lactorl-

--
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SIN

Sute of New Mexico. Btate Corporationof loin
Com
Certificate
minion of XfW
parlson.
f
Sew
of
Slate
America,
t'nlted Stat
a:
Mexico
annexed
'the
Certified, that
It Is
!
a full, true and complete transcript uf the
of incorporation of
N'OE CATTLE COM PA NT
(No. M44
a eame apwith the e!lorement thereon.
ot
In the
pears on file and of record
Commbwlon.
ih state Corporation
CorporWhereof, the State
in
New Mex-tc- o
ation Commission of the mate of
to be -- Iicne
ha. caused thi. certificate
of .aid
,y It. Chairman and the .eal
to be affixed ut -..the City of h.nt
e
More
Boston Needs But One
on .1,1. Htn cur
s
Cbairman.
Win Out of Four Remaining tSE
CO A It D, Clerk.
Atlet. K.OW1NOPP. INCORPORATION
OF
ART1CI.ES
;
NOF. CATTI.K COMPANY.
Championship Games to
Know All Men By The.e
Clinch American Pennant,
of the County
we. tieorxe K. Nand 8ta .e of New Mexico, and
B.
Hrrndon, re.ldlng at tne
iwnald and J.
County of Bernalillo in the arelaf "
Mexico, and all of whom
Boston,; Aug. 80. Mays' pitching the United State, and re.ldent. andhave thl
won both games. The first game was within the .tate of New Mexico,
our-elvday of Auxu.t, 1918, swoctated
n
a. Boston runaway. Boston needs but
f..r the purpo.e of Imm
together
one more win out of Its four remaining a corporation under the provision of tne
t
and
of the State of New Mexico,
championship games to clinch the law. end
we hereby certify a. follow.!
American
pennant. Scores, first that

2 GAM E SflNDiNS

TO CINCINNATI

H

stant use for itioro than
will do for you what it lias donefoi
thousands of ot'ners, drive the rheumatic poisons out cf your bloo.l.'mak-Init pure and stmns and enabling Reds Bunch Hits and Combine
it to make you well. S. S. S. is guar
Cubs', Poor and Erratic
anteed )yr'ly vegetable, it will do thi
work am. not harm the most delicati
Shut-ou- t;
"for

Rheumatism means that the blood
has become saturated wtth uric acid

NEEDED F OR

LEGAL NOTICES.

PITCH E

ol.

FROM ATHLETICS

ment and acknowledged to me th.it h,? executed the same as his free a !t an deed.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto tt
my hand and affixed my offdal seal this
L'3
day of August, 1!18.

a:

riACA.
I,
Notary Public In and for th.. Oiumy of
of
New
eorro. State

(NOTARIAL SEAL)
My Commission expires May
Cor.

Certificate

13,

ENDOHSKD:
No. 9544
Rec'd. Vol. 6. page

of Incorporation

'

3il2'!.
",04

COMPANY.
Filed in Office
Kioto
Corporation - Commission of :cw Mi ito.
'Aug.
1918; 11 A. M.
EinVIN F. CO A K D.

--- Wv

..

?

VTT'k
(A
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DUKE CITY

on

'

y

,

Pursuant' to the affirmative vote of the
holders of the mojorlty of the stock Issued
and outstanding, at a, stockholders' meeting
duly convened, to sell, assign, transfer of
otherwise, dispose of tiie property.. Including
tlie franchises of the corporuiiou as an eu
Urety, provided always that a majority of
the whole Hoard concur therein.
In. Witness Whereof,
we. have hereunto
et our hands this 31st day ot August, A. D,
ISIS.

2,

0011

iff

-

in.

JAMES P. BATt'HEN.
State of New Mexico. County of Bernalilln.ss:
On this 21st day of August, A. I. WIS,
Compared JJO to Mil.
before me personally appeared Wlllluni (1.
H
Btftte of New Mexico,
I). Ilunlng
and James
state Corporation Logan,
Commission of New Mexico. (Vrtiricate of Ilnlthen, to me known 10 be the person
who executed the foregoing. Instrument ot
I'omnarlsun.
United Htates of America, fitate of New writing, and severally u. koou leilged that
Mexico ss.
.
they executed the same as their free act
a
Fielding
It is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is anil deed.
a full.- - true and
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal the
of
the
complete
duy and year in this certificate' aforesaid.
Certificate of Incorporation transcript
Groh, Flack and Magee
of
L. M. DONALDSON.
SANDIA MINING-COMPANNotary Public.
(No Block holders' Liability)
Mv Commission expires February lTth, IMS.
(NO. S542)
'
.
MONNIN0I
t.SEAL)
tV
JOUSNAl
FSCIt LtAID Wt,
with the endorsements tlvereon. as same apENDORSED:
30.
Cincinnati
pears on file and of recont in it.- - ..
Chicago, . Aug.
No. a42.
the
State
Corporation
Commission.
behind
erratic
nihed hits
Chicago's
Cor. Tiec'd. Vol. 6, Page 504.
in
wnereof.
the
State
jesnmony
CorporaMitch
of
iut
locals.
the
fielding and shut
incorporator or HAXD1A
tion Commission of the State of New Mexico Certificate
MlNINll COMPANY tXo Stockholders' Liaell kept Chlcugo'Ji hits well scattered
has caused this certificate
hv
signed
office of State Coiporutton
in
bility). Filed
its Chairman and the seal of .aid Commisand was given perfect support. Score:
Commission of New Mexico, Aug. 26, 191(1;
sion, to be affixed a't the city of Santa PeM.
A.
league
10:30
O.iK'iniiatl.
on this 26th day of August, A. D. IdlS.
I"
EDWIN F. COARD.
A B. it. II. PO. A. E. game:
M. S. CRAVES.
The corporate name of .aid corporation
Cieik.
.
(SEAL)
I'liiladc'lihiii.
Ni
C.roh, 3b ,
cattle Company.
j chairman.
MH.
to
J.IO
Compared
Attest: EDWIN J COABD, Clerk.
,
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
Neale, cf . . . ,
The principal place of bu.ines. of .old
ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION.
Z
Han"
State Corporation
Jamieson, rf, p . . . 4 0
Cueto, If
We. the undersigned, being cltLens of the State of New (Mexico.
corporation la at the Stat National corner
1
0
S
Commission of .New Mexico. Certificate of t
R. Magee,
If
Bank
Building,
Natlonul
lb .
United
In
the State
Kopp,
States of America, and being flcsir-ou- s
In
the
Comparison.
0
of forming 'a corporation for :he
of Central Avenue and Hecnndi Street,
Hriffith. , rf . . .
Acosta, cf
Cnlted States ot America, Slate of New
New Mexico, and Boy
hereinafter stated under and in pur'1
City of Albuquerque,
L. Mugee, 2b .
Mexico
ss.
Burns, lb
1
in charge, thereof
suance of the provisions of Chapter XXIII
axent
the
McDonald
7
It is Hereby Certified, that the annexed Is
Illack biirne, ss.
of the 1915 Codification of '.he laws i.f the
Gardner, 3b . .
and upon whom procen agaln.t the corpora full, true and complete tronsolipt of the
2
State of New Mexico, and : I Acls suppleation maybe aerved.
McAvoy, c , . .
Wingo, c
of
Certificate of Stockholders'
nr.
mental thereto and amendanrv ihre.if,
3
2h
SANDIA MINING COMPANY
Mitchell, p
Dykes,
The objects for which this corporation l
hereby make, sign and ftcknowledi; tVls
1
Stockholders'
.
Liability)
deelar-vloii.
.
(No
ss
all
,
in
Dugan,
instrument
and
which when
formed are: to buy. sell and deal
(No. 0643)
0
37 5 It 27 11 0 Johnson, , p
Totals
by law
kinds ot cattle, sheep, goats, horses and duiv filed and published cs
the endorsements thereon, as same apand of every name and Is ard shall be the Articles ov Inc irpon :ion with
1
all
of
livestock
kind,
.
,
Cliicngo.
on file and of recoid In the office of
rf
pears
Oldring,
of
or
said
construct
operate
to
deal
Corporation.
In,
nature, and
Ihe State Corporation Commission.
AB, tl. II. PO. A. E
fell
kinds of property, real,, personal and
ARTICLE I
in Testimony Whereof, the Siale Corpora0
V .
0
0
0
4
2
9 24 19
8
0
Totals
Flack, rf
In general to have and exercise
The corporate name of said corporation is tion Commission
....34
and
mixed,
of the State of New Mexico
1
4
2
3
0
0
SHndia Mining Company, No stockholders'
all of the rights, power, end functions conHollocher, ss
Boston.
caused this certificate to be signed by
has
,
or
law
upon general liability.
authorised
3
ferred
by
and
the seal of said CommisA.
Chairman
E.
Its
PO.
H.
Mannr.lf .
Ai. Pv
ARTICLE II
business corporations,
1
4
0
0
sion, 10 be affixed nt the City of Santa l e,
Paskert. cf
rf . . . . . . . ! '
The principal office of said corporation
Hooper,
And in furtherance but not In limitation
of
on
26th
this
August, A. D. 1Ih.
day
3
0 13
0
1
of or to he construed as a limitation ot the In tho State of New Mexico. 1. the Citizens
M. 8. ORAVF.S.
liarber, lb
VVhlteman, rf
1
or Bank, corner of Central Avenue and Third
3
O
S
tin
conferred
3
Chairman.
corporations
general
powers
:
2b
.
.
.
2b
(SEAL)
,
Pick,
Khean,
of
In
the
of
Stfeet.
of
the
authorized to them by the provisions
City
1
Albuquerque, County
Attest: EDWIN F.sCOARD, Clerk.
0
0
4
Deal,, 3b
Strunk,1 cf
and State of New Mexico, and CERTIFICATE OF STOCKHOLDERS' NONBernalillo,
said
the
New
of
corporation
law
Mexico,
0
0
3
, ,
O "Farrell, c
4
LIABILITY.
shall have and may exercise imong others, William O. Logan Is designated as the statRuth, If , .
3
0
0
0
utory agent of the corporation thereat, in
0
the following powers and rights:
This Is to certify that there shall he no
Walker, p
Miller,
To do any and all things herein spec. charge thereof, and upon whom process rtockholilers' liability on account of any
(a)
4
Mclnnis, lb
tfleiKas the objects, power and purposes of against the corporation may be served.
capital stock Issued by the Sandla, Mining
4 27 18
4
0
0
4
Totals
the
Scott,, ss
ARTICLE!II
thir corporation, to the same extent and
Company. No Stockholders' Liability,
1
The
a
nalural
which'the
Score lv Innings:
is
for
as
.
like
and
effect
oertiflcntie ot Incorporation whereof Is filed
with,
force
objects
corporation
Cochran, 8b
I . .000 022
or coald do the ame'; and to established are to own, operate, 'develop herewith.!
might
4
Cincinnati
iperson
Coffey, 3h.
do the same or any part thereof wllhin or and deal in mines, mining property, oil and
In witness whereof the following named
000 000
4
. . .
Chicago
Schang, e
without the State ol New Mexico a pringas weils, and quarries: to prospect for minpersons who are Incorporators of said Handle,
e
Two-bashits
Oron,
3
otheror
erals, coal, oil, gas, building and commercial Mining Company. No Stockholders' Liability
Summary:
cipal, ugent. contractor, trustee
Mays, p
stone and commercial clays and products; to have hereunto si t thetr hands this 21st day
wise.
Flack, I,. Magee. Sacrifice hit Black-burn- e.
"
erect, own, tease and operate milts, coneen. ot August, A. D. 1918.
1
Sacrifice fly iYVintfi Dou12 11 27 17
. Totals
WILLIAM O. I.OOAN,
(b) To purchase, hold, .eil or otherwise
or
tratlng plants, smehers. and manufacturing
a icm,a.
In) or Improve, operate
.leal
f
ble plays (Iroh, Wlngo and 8. Magee;
FRED D. Ht'NINO,
Score by Innings:
plants for the products of quarries and
mines or mining JJ mines:
estate,
real
P. BATCHEN.
Incumber
JAMBS
to
and
lease
Rases
control
Utirber.
buy,
build,
CVFarrell
and
ronds,
12
20x
002
233
Walker,
Boston
or
ss:
or
real
property
personal
Stale of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
tramways and Industrial lines of
0 other
on balls Off Mitchrll 1, off Walker Philadelphia
000 000 000
or rights therein, either within or for the purpose of connecting any railway
of August, A. D. 191s.
21et
of
lis
Interest,
On
day
this
to
and
o.
Mexico,
New
of
2. Struck out
William
Two-bas- e
State
the
By Mitchell 4. Passed
hit Ruth. .without
nmpertv wtth any trunk line railway; to before mo personally appeared
Summary:
James I.
or agree to pay the debts of liabilbuy, sell, and generally to deal In minerals,
Tfcrec-bas- e
balls O'Farrell.
Uigan, Fred D. Huningto and
cor
hit Oldring. Stolen base assume
or
association
the
be
persons
firm,
of any person,
oils, gas and coal, and the products of Bflichen. to me known
J.Scott. Sacrifice hits Kopp, Strunk. ities
t
mines and quarries: to erect, own, operate who executed the foregoing Instrument
poration and acquire any ntner
New York 1 i Brooklyn j) .
Double plays Kopp and McAvoy; with the good wilt and other rights and and lease, or otherwise control, stores and writing, and severally acknowledged that
free act
in use
their
as
thereto
""
same
incident
New York, Aug. 30. In a game Pykes, McAvoy and Burns;
to
conduct
such
and
mercantile
warehouses
the
executed
privileges
Ihey
Shean, r.,.i ... inc. ..tent as an lndlvldaal might
business in . f .nnectlon with Its aforesaid
minwhich occupied only fifty-seve- n
seal the
Scott and Mclnnis; Shean and Mclnso far a. prohibited by express
objects as It may find advisable: to build, ""witness my hand and Notarialaforesaid.
utes the New York team defeated the nis. ,'Bases on balls Off Johnson 4, do, xc.ept of law
'
to general
own and lease to Itself, or ethers, for the day and year in this certificate
provisions
duel.
was
a
ft.
fin
It
nnm
of
aforesaid
houses
and
its
pitcher's
purpose
objects,
Superbas.
off Jamieson 2. Hit by pitcher By
KN"tary1,,;'uhl.u;,n
The Brooklyn team got no hits until Jamieson
hold and dispose ot stocks other tenements, and to acquire. cWn and (NOTARIAL SEAL)
Struck out By
(Mays).
nC)evld.nce. of Indebtedness in this or operate townsttes for such purpose; to lease My commission expires
the seventh Inning when they put two Johnson 4, fcy Jamieson 1, by Mays 2.
EN PORSED:
and bond unto itself, or others, mining and
"
"c'"
and
other corporation,
No. 9543
other property within Its aforesaid objects;
singles together after two men were Innings pitched
and appurten
By Johnson 2.
504
and privilege, ot ownership
to acquire the good will, property, rights,
Cor. Itec'd. Vol. 6, Tage
out. Score:
Second game:
ot
ances thereto.
K""""" .'l
franchises and assets of every manner ex
of
Certificate
COMPANYNNo
Brooklyn.
pedient to the purposes of the corporation,
rll.llldolpllill.
of Stat.
Ltamll.y).
Offln.
in
Fi.ed
to
the
undertake
and
contracts
AB. B. It. PO. A.E.
and
acquire
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
.
and liabilities of any person, firm, assocla. Corporation commission ui .w ...
1
0
0
0
0
4
a'nd DoUar. YwOO.OO,; which said e.oc
Johnston, rf
0
. . 3
rf
In
Jamieson,
or
or
either
tlon
part,
wholly
corporation,
26. Mils; in:.iv a.
1
1
1
4
6
0
.
EDWIN F. coard: ,
Olson, ss
. .
and necessary or expedient to the purposes
4; 0
Kopp, If
Clerk.
3
0.' 0 12 1 0 Acosta,
of the corporation, and pay for the same in
Daubert. lb
4
1
..
, . .
cf
each.
1
0
0
2
cash, stock or bonds of ttte corporation or Compared JJO to MH.
3
0
Z. Wheat, If
0
4
, .
. . ,
lb
Burns,
to
to
borrow
lsue
of 'otherwise:
money and
0
0
S
5
0
0
0
Myers, cf
The names and post office addresses
the bonds, debentures, notes or other obliOardner, 31) .
1
1
2
3
0
0
the Incorporators, wltn tne nummi are a. iM- - gations of the corporation therefor, and at
O'Mara, 3b
0
c ..
..
4.
Perkins,
Journal Want Ads brln rwnlta.
each,
subscribed for by
of
the option of the corporation to secure the
1
0
0
0
3
li
Doolan, 2b
0
Dykes, 2li
same by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, or
'"ws: .
1
0
Number
0
c
Miller,
,;f;:o-..2otherwise upon all or any part ot the propDugan, ss , . ,
' , Post Offlea
1
1
JPt,s.hr
0
Name" " ' -erty of the corporation; to hold, purchase,
Coombs, p
0j Perry, p , , . .
1
N. M.
gocu-ro- j
These tiny CAPSULES
or otherwise-acquire- ,
sell, assign, transfer,
Kiloe
Ueorge
JO ,
.N. M.
.....rlnr ta Balsam
'. i
Johnson, p .
.1. B. Herndon.
or otherwise dispose of
Albuquerque.
mortgage,
pledge,
3
.
2
0
1.29
-.
10
12
..24
u
v
Totals
of Copaiba, Cubebi or
,. 1 0
ai"iimwh Is Three Thou.- - shares of the capital stock, bonds, debentHoy McDonald,
Oldring, x . .
1
which
of
In Bctten,io
Sew York.
The aggregate
ures, or other evidences of the Indebtedness
wnicn is uie ........... ' created by any nth-eRELIEVES In fMIDYl
corporation, or corAB. ft. It. PO. A. E.
1 and Duller. (:i,ooo.ou
4 24 16
1
Totals
.31
thi.
corporation
which
to
of capital stock with
porations, and where the holder thereof
1
0
24 HOURS the
0
0
9
4
Burns, cf
x Batted for Perry In eighth.
exercise all the rights and privileges of
.hall commence business.
same diwacei with1
1
1
0
0
3
.VI.
the right to vote the
including
ownership,
Young, rf
out Inconvenience, t .
Boston.
Is to
0
1
this
to
3
which
corporation
of
such
shares
4
lock;
for
purchase,
time
capital
.The
Doyle. 2b,
- hold and
AB. It. IT. PO. A. E. exist
Softt m all rfrwffffrtf.
the shares of Its capiIs fifty years from ana aner u. mno1
2
3
0
0
4
ss
Fletchor,
tal stock, its bonds, and other securities, and
Hooper, rf . , . . . 1 2 1 1 0 0 poratlun,
0
0
3
0
vir.
Zimmerman, 3b...
generally to dn all things and conduct and
2
1
0
1
0
4
21i
0 Shean,
1
0
4
nnmhee of Its directors shall be not uarry on all business necessary or expedComptoh, If . ,
1
4
0
tr 0
. 3
Strunk. cf
not more than five. s ient in the affairs of the corporation under
1
and
0
three
less
0
11
than
0
Kirke. lb
1
0
1
0
0
the stockholders may. by tlc by laws direct, its aforesaid objects; to conduct business In-In
1
0 0 Ruth, If
3
0
the State of New Mexico and elsewhere
McCarty, c
4
and the names and resldenccX, of the direct0 0 16
A
HAND,
lb
Mclnnis,
1
1
0
0
0
Territories,
3
.i0orl.ll i.W .
or, who are appointed for the first three cluding any orof the State, and.
1
Perrltt, p. ,,
S
4
3
0
0
rScott, ss
Brand ll.thes-ter- a
UimoBd
dependencies, of the United
until their successor, regularly
possessions
and
months
xs. 1 an.l aAj.Isl Hiatal
0
2
..ii.
0
0
0
4
States ,and In any and all foreign countries
and duly chosen by the itockhjlders are a
31' 1 ,7 27 10 1 Cochran, c 3b
Totals.'.
and to have one or more offices therein, and
0 0 3 0 0 follows:
J
etker. Buy
Schang,
Take
and
none
to
therein
with
mortgage,
x Winning run scored
hold, purchase,
Aauresses.
Names.
0
0
2
6
1
. . 3
Mays, p
BiIWSd ilRAVtt PILLS,
convey real and personal property within the
'
Socorro, N. M.
out.1
Oetrge K. Noe
forand
when
as
M.
sforesald objects, except
Albuquerque. X.
J. II. Herndon
Score by Innings:
bidden by local laws.
Totals
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHLRE
Albuquerque, N. M.
.....25 4 B 27 14 2 Hoy McDonald
0
000 000 000
VIII.
Brooklyn
ARTICLE IV
Score
by innings:
of
In
corlimitation
not
000
and
said
'..000
The amount of capital stock of
furtherance,
New York
...,PO0 100 0001 theIn powera
Into 10,0110
conferred by 'tatute. the Board poration la flOO.QOO divided
hit Burns. Philadelphia
4 of
Summary: Two-bas- e
010 OOx
Boston
of thi. corporation are author',.003
Directors
of the par value of tlD.OO each.
shares
Bases
Double Jilay Olson, Daubert.
Two-bas- e
ized:
hits Acostu,
Summary:
ARTICLE V
To hold their meeting, .ind have one
on, balls Off Coombs 2. Hits
Three-bas- e
The names and post office address of the
hit Strunk. or ta)
Hooper.
more officers and keep the books of the
Coombs 7 in 9 innings. Struck out
and
the number of .shares of
kins,
Incorporators,
plays-PerCleaners-Hatte- rs
Double
Sacrifice hit Hooper.
corporation within or (except a. otherwise capital slock subscribed for by each of them,
By perritt 2, by Coombs 2.
without the State of and with which the corporation will comDugan and Burns;' Mclnnis, provided by .tatute)
at such place, as may from mence business, are as follows
Scott and Mclnnis. Bases dn balls-- Off New Mexico
Phone 441
Boston 0-- 8.
time to time he designated by them.
fit, Veil Gold.
,
Plilbidclphla
William O. Logan, Cltlsens Bank,
7, off Johnson ,1, off Mays
Perry
To fix from time to time, the amount
bi
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 68
-.
Philadelphia, Aug. 30. Philadel- 2. Struck out By Perry 1, by Mays to be reserved a. working capitul and to
i.1860.00
.
,
determine the time, for the declaration and Fredhares,
3. - Innings pitched
phia and Boston split a double-head- er
D. Huning, Los Lunas, N. M., .
By perry 7.
payment and the amount of each dividend
660.00
66 shares
today. The Phillies won. the first,
on the Mock, 'ana to determine and direct
James P. Batchen, Placltas, N. M.,
game. Fortune was hit hard In the
.Cleveland 2-- 4;
Detroit 2.
the use and disposition of any surplus or net
680.00
68
share.
Paint. Oils, Glass, Haltbold Kooflnf
second game. He gave nine hases on
won profits and to authorise and cause to be
Detroit, Aug, 80. Cleveland
and Building Paper.
and Item and all other
executed
mortgagee
2,OI)0.00
balls and Boston won. Scores-F- irst
double-header.
Loose instruments affection the real and pcrtonal
both games of a
'
VI
ARTICLE
LUMBER
BALDRIDGE
R. H. E. fielding by the home team marked property
C.
game: .
of trfe corporation.
The corporation shall exist for a period J.
000 000 000 0 7 1 both contests.
Whenever authorised by the affli ro
Boston
of filing of It.
(0 vote
date
the
from
of
years
fifty
COMPANY
of the holders of a majority of Articles of Incorporation with the State CorR. H. E. tative
Score First gome
Philadelphia . . . 000 000 001 I 7 0
at a
the stock Issued and outstanding
Commission.
1 stockholder.'
7
Batteries: Rudolph and Wagner; Cleveland .. ..010 000
meeting duly convened and poration
ARTICLE Vlt
or
4
otherwise
4
to
and
transfer
called:
Aduns.
sell,
Detroit
assign,
000 000 0011
Oeschger
The number of the Directors who shall THE WM. FARR
of all the property Including the
I
COMPANY
R. H. E.
Second game:
Batteries: Coveleskle and, O'Neill; dispose
of the corporation shall
affairs
the
uf
as
or
franchise
franchises
the
manage
corporation
000 011 3218 12 .1 Cunningham and Spencer.
Vlloston
an entirety,,
consist of not less than three, nor "more Wholcnale
Dealer
in
and
Retail
4
11
II. II. R.
Score Second gams:
(d) To authorise one or more of their than nine, to he determined by the
(Philadelphia . , .000 000 300-r-- S
FRESH AND SAW MEATS
of
the
an
to
number
constitute
executive
committee
corporation,
For1
110-r-4
6
Cleveland .. ..000 200
Batteries: Ragan and Wagner;
Sausage a Specialty
which committee shall for the. time .telng
The names of the' persons with their post
3
7
Detroit ..
the For Cattle and Hoga the
tune and Devlne, Adams
land until said resolution be
or office address who shall constitute
0,0 100
Baling
and
the
of
corportlon
Batteries: Bagby and O'Neill; Jones unless forbidden by the by laws, have and Board of Director,
Market Prices Are Paid
exercise all' the powers. of the Board of
.
manage its affairs until their successor, are
. - .
and Telle.
,
4 WORLD'S RECORDS
be
shall
rectors which may be lawfully deleKnled, in elected and qualified,
the management of the business afruirs
William O. Logan, Cltlxen. Bank, Albu;
. - BROKEN IN IOWA FAIR
corporation and .hall have pow.ir to auquerque, N. M.
; New Vork 1.
Washington
'
seat
10
uf
be
the
thorise
the
Fred D. Huning, Lo. Lunas, New Mexico.
corpora'lm
SO.
Johnson affixed to
Washington,
Aug.
any and all papers inquiring a
James P. Batchen, Placltas, Sandoial Co.,
.
held New York safe at all stages of seal. '
'
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'
G
t '
ARTICLE VIII
Des
te) The Board of Directors and ExecuMoines, Ia.,l Aug. 30. Four today's game and Washington won
of
as
tive
Committee
otherwise
shall,
In
furtherance and net hi Imitation
except
world automobile racing records for- a to 1 by batting Finneran hard.
provided by law, have power to act by a the power, conferred by statute, the Board
V
R. IT. E. resolution
Score:
,
half mile dirt track were- broken atin writing, signed by all the mein- - of Director, of the uprporation are expressWe are in a position to give
B
"2 ber. of the Board of Directors or of the ly authorised:
000 001
the Iowa state fair today. Ed Eillins-- New York
i
more value for the money Uian
me
fcnd
have
to
meeting,
their
or
members
of
the
hold
executive
commitTo
other
1
12
t in other BUILDING FIRM in
boe drove a half mile In 31.80, twenty Washington . . , 302 100 00x-- t8
tee and filed and Inserted In the leccrded
or more office., and to keep the books of
Batteries:
Flnnefan and Hannah; minutes of the company and properly dated: the corporation within or without the Stated
hundredths of a second faster than
this Ticinlty.
and such resolutions so signed iiu-- annexed of New Mexico, except a. othsrvlse
.
the former record, but his mark stood iJohnson and Ainsmith,
OQloa With
or
.uch
at
place,
place
to
statute,
he
the
minutes shall
deemsd the action
by
few minutes as John Haugdah'
only
uf such Board of Committee as tho case a. may from time to time be desttrnated by
'
CITY SLUGGERS TO PLAY
turned the lap In : 31.40.
may be, with the aame force and iffect a
If the same had been duly passed by the ""to fill any rttcancie. in the Hoard ot DRay Lampkin set a new mark of BARELAS
members signing the same at a irector, occasioned by death, resignation or
BROWNS SUNDAY vote of theconvened
2:09. 0 for two miles but Ellinghoe
'
.
disqualification, by the apvointment of at.y
,
regularly
meeting.
7
PHONU
record
broke
the
again
stockholder ot the Company to fill such
IX.
Immediately
The stockholders of said Aorporntlnn In vacancy.
wa3
The Albuquerque Sluggers Intend to
with 2:08. The old, record
To determine, from time to tlm. wli'llier,
regular or special meeting max make and
In making this time he keep themselves In first class trim fot alter
2:14.006.
or amend the by laws
Inconsistent and If allowed, under what condMms and
drove the first mile In 1:03.80. lower a third game with the Be!ety'
witn tire statute or these articles but a
regulations tire accounts and books of the
one
inspection
defeated them Sunday. Learn- must of the stock Issued and outstanding - corporation .hail be open to t'te
ing the world record sixty-fif- e
be
or represented ut iny stockof the stockholders, and the .tnckhilders'
hundredths of a second.
ing that the third game with Belen Holder, present
be reand
ihall
are
in
a
In
thi.
to
einstl'.uta
respect
order
right.
race El- - could not be played tomorrow, the quorum. meeting
In winning the three-mil- e
stricted or limited accordingly, 1 1 and no
In
Witness
shall
Insyect
have
we
Whereof
set
have
stockholder
any
conright
hereunti
covered
the distance ir Sluggers Immediately arranged a
llngboe
nur hands and seals this tdth-dvf the
d jcumctrt
i
any account or book or
August,
d
s
3:15.80. another record. ,The old test with the Barelas Browns. This
by statute
corporation, except as confe.-re.'
OH
CiROHOIs K.
mark was 8:22.
they think, will keep them In prar
or authorised by the Boai-- l of Dlroct.w.
(Seal)
;
or by a resolution of the stockhrldr rs.
tice and enable them to defeat the ,
hoy Mcdonald
tsaii
" 0
rescind the Byamend
J.
To
B,
HERNDON
alter,
make,
(ileal)
Belen aggregation
when : the , two State of New Mexico, County of Berna-- . law, of the corporation, except where made
BEAN HARVEST IS ON
teams meet to play off the tie. each
V.
lillo ss;
"j
and adopted by the .tockholdera, t fix and
LEVY
IN VICINITY OF
determine from time to tlmo rnd vary tl:
having won one game from the other. tneOn this lth day ofa August, WIS, Inbefore amount
.
working ranltal.
to be reserved
,the
and
notary public
The Sluggers-Brown- s
game wilt , be for said undersigned,
county, personally appeared j. B. to determine the time, for the declaration
Ft'JIAI. COMHMPONOKNeS TO HOMNIN JOUftNAU
played at the Barelas grounds and Herndon and Hoy McDonald, to eve known and payment and the amount of and direct
to be the persons described In nd who exstock, to determine
dend on the
,
Levy, N. M Aug. 30. Beanharvest will be free to the public.
a
lllnllfl OP TltM
III., af a
ecuted the foregoing Instrument and eoeh
Is on la the early planted fields here
4
Fourth St. and Copper Ate.
Armijo and M. Chavea are expecte! severally acknowledged to mo that they ex- profit., to borrow ; mne .n. to
-- - IHep Is scarce and In some ibises to do the battery work for the Slug- ecuted the same aa their fre out and 4.etd. cause to De exeouira
tne
of
property
and
Witness Whereof I have hereunto et upon the real
personal
farmers are working in relays, using gers, whilo Napolean and Baca will wyIn hand
and affixed my aCfMal seal this
one machine In different fields on al- do the delivery and catching respeo
19th day of August, lls.
'
ternate days. Women are also help lively for the BroWha.
ISABEL rtKNSOX, '
Notary' Public In and for the County of
ing to save the crop. Hand pulling Is
State
of
New Jdesl n,
Bernalillo,
Offers Monte Carlo to Yank.
being resorted to in low fields, where
(NOTARIAL 8KAL)
the ground la atlll wet, and In "spotTaris, Aug. 30, Monte Carlo has My Commission Expires April i2th, tiljl.ted" fields, where the ripening was been offered as a leave center for the State oT New Mexico. County of Socorro as :
On this t3 day of August,
bef .re me.
uneven on account of varying rain- American expeditionary forces W the
undersigned, k notary public In stid for
fall, in some fields beana are In all Prince of Monaco. Trie American the
aid county, esraonally appeared fienrxe K.
4JTS
IXR8T CT3UCSV
under Noe, to me knuwn to be the peraon decr:lrd
stages of growth from buds' to ripe headquarters now hai' the offer
n and who executed the foiegoiag iiotru- " J
coual deration,
v'
bean..
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corporation, to secure such loans afid for
all tHwrul purposes,' provided always that
a majority of the whole Board c incur there,
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Stetson
Hats
i,y millions "over here"
WORN thousands!
"over there."
Our name in your new. Fall Hat
means real style and quality and
the price is right, as well as the
,
name.
,
v
;

COME IN AND LOOK OVER OUR
LARGE SELECTION

Wright Clothing Co.
''Exclusive Men's Store"

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor

I

"'

0001

f

The Superior

Lum-

ber & Mill Co.

....

I Hudson for Signs I

m.

Wall Paper

Hudson for
Picture Frames

-

;

Glass, Paint

lil,

,'

Cement, Plaster
Lumber Company
Albuquerque
KO73

,'
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defences strong and the town si's
atop high ground which in Itsc.'f
forms a natural defensive position. It
had been thought that the Germars
'would hold onto this place desperand they did for the first part
CRY ately
of the attack.
Keiiicourt Taken by llaisf.
Under the terrific British fire, however, the enemy broke as Haig's men
stormed the place and it now is firm')
Here the British
In Britten hands.
are within a few hundred yards of the
line which
famous Drocourt-Queaprobably is one of the strongest posiEntire Company of Germans tions the enemy hng ever occupied or.
front. The Drocourt-QueaRefuse for Four Hours to Go the western
defenses consist of five line"!
and
Into Battle; Boches Suffer of trenches, many machine guns The
Immense quantities of wire.
with dee?
Terrible Losses.
ground Is honeycombed
dugouts to offer shelter from bombardment It is alons this line; perIV MONNINa JCIUitMAL SPKCIAt.
WIN!)
haps that one of the most bitter
With the British Armies In Franc". struggles of the war soon may
Presv
i
Aug. 30 (by the Associated
NoonV Rinrhpn. fin Ihe south bank
The British attacked the Germars
of the Somme and about a mile front it dawn today north of Ecoust-S- t.
Peronne, has been captured by Field Mein, and south of Bul'.ecourt and
Marshal Haig's forces. British troops this region also seems to have been
have entered Iesboeufs and patroly cleared of the enemy. The Germars
have passed through Morval to the continue to bring up new troops to
southeast.
this locality. Another new Prusslar
British troops this morning pushed division has been Identified In t'le
forward In an ensterly direction from fighting, during the night. This di
vision was one which the Americans
Bapaume.
The British have made further ad- had smashed to pieces at Chateau-Thierr- y
and since had been refitting
vances to the north of Lens. At one
a dis- and refilling great gaps in the ranks
for
place they pushed forward
somewhere In the rear.
tance of 1,000 yards. '
on the Bapaume-Pe- In the operations last night nnd
junye iiiKu ruiMi, wv repuriea 10 navfj this morning the British again havo
been captured this morning.
captured a number of prisoners and
British Ootts Somme River.
guns.
The Germans have been driven beHurt. Refuse to Fight.
hind the river Somme everywhere
In the Lis salient, where fires are
the
The
front.
British
Whole
along
burning at many places, indicating
western bank now Is in the possession the
withdrawal of the Germans, the
of Field Marshal Haig's troops and nt Jines of the British have been ad- one place just south of La Chapellette tranced to the east or Kooermeii ami
a British force has crossed to the east
y
north of
bank.
refusing t.
Reports of Germans
In the operations concluded this
fight continue to be secured. Reliablr
morning 300 prisoners fell Into the German
Information says:
hnnds of the British on this side of
"On August 28 it was learned that
the river.
,
Twenty-secon- d
The Germans have destroyed
all the Fifth company of the
rereserve
regiment
infantry
the bridges across the Somme.
th
to
relieve
to
forward
fused
go
Northwest of Peronne, however, the
had aufforol
(British swept in so quickly that the Fourth company, which
as it had only gone out
causway over the Somme at Clery on heavy losses,
the north bank was secured Intact of line Itself four daysforpreviously,
four hours,
The men refused
Clery is in British hands.
thread
Peronne and the colintry to the during which the commander
under esrear of that city are well under the encd to send them forward
cort. In the end the men were perfire of British guns.
North of Peronne the Germans now suaded after a heated argument about
to which
are holding the roud to Bapaume n their duty to the fatherland
retorted:
far as a point opposite Combles, some of the men openly
"To hell with the fatherland!"
North of here the advance of the
Terrific losses continue to be InBritish made the enemy retire agalt
Germars
British patrols are astride the road flicted on the Germans. The
on a large section of the front to the
and are moving southward.
east of Bapaume have not had hot
Ilapnunic Prolwbly Taken.
food for three days, because Brlti.Ji
seems
been
to
have
capBapaume
of
tured without much resistance by New bombs smashed a large number
Zealand troops who were assisted by their rolling kitchens.
pressure from the English on the
south. The town was entered from TRINIDAD ROMERO, OLD
the northeast. There was only brief
RESIDENT SAN MIGUEL
street fighting and then the Germans
who had been left behind surrendere.
CO., DIES AT AGE OF 83
:
d.Fires indicating the withdrawal of
TO MOSMIN
JSUNL
COHRUPOHMMCI
the Germans. on the northern end o t.PCIL
Las Vegas. N. M., Aug. 30.
East
the British-fronand esppeiiilly in.the The death of Trinidad Romero, an
ll.y salient are burning.' Many: exe
resident of Ran Miguel coun-4plosions have been observed behlnl
takes
away another pioneer resi'"
'
the enemy lines. ,
dent who was admired for his sterling
The British pushed forward rapidly qualities. Mr. Romero was 83 years
from Bapaume and now are fighting of age. He came here many years
to the east of Fremicourt on the road before the railroad was built into Las
to Cambrai and at Bancourt.
Vegas, and engaged in freighting be
xne uermanB are iignung rear tween St. Louis and Santa Fe. Later
(feuard actions and the enemy forci he engaged In stock raising and mer
seems to be In full retreat In this loHe built a magnificent
chandislng.
'
f
:
cality., t
residence on a ranch six miles south or
j
, North of Bapaume
the most im- here, now known as Roraeroville, and
portant captures have been made. The lived there for several years.
which
had been
Romero was delegate In
In
strong defenses
erected by the Germans at Bulle comt. congress from New Mexico and during
President Harrison's administration he
and
' .have
bee:i was anDointed United States marshal
stormed and captured. V,,..
for New Mexico, a position which he
At Reincourt, especially were the filled successfully.
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The American Home Has Plenty of MAZOLA the Pure Oil Pressed from
Corn Wonderful in Flavor and Economy

take-plac-

trying Mazola for the sake of saving animal
is continuing to use it because it makes fried and sauted
dishes more delicious than butter and lard.
Good cooks know how easy it is to burn butter and lard in cooking
and so spoil flavor. They know that Mazola does-noeasily burn. That
it can be used over and over again without carrying the flavor of any
thing cooked in it. That it makes fried things more digestible because
it is possible to cook them at a higher heat without burning.
For shortening it is wonderful. Because it is an oil, it is ready to
use without melting. Save time, works perfectly.
Mazola makes a perfect salad dressing, equal in quality to

MANY

'

,

t

,

'

Neuf-Berqui-

with the

best

;

l il

There is a valuable Cook Book for
Mazola users. It shows you how
to fry, saute, make dressings and
sauces more delicious, make light
digestible pastry. Should be in
every home. 'Send for it or ask
your grocer. FREE.

t

y,

.
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CORN PRODUCTS

P. O. Box
Smiting

REFINING COMFANY
161, New York
Rmprm$tnlatin9t

Albuauaro.ua--

N.

M.

rt

CORN FRITTERS

i

minium

MRS. SCOTT
'
J rounded teatpoonful.
cup of flour
of baking powder
i cup of milk
2 eggs
t teatpoonful of salt
k
I tableapoontul Maiola
teaipoonful of pepper
1 cup
grated or chopped cornSift flour, baking powder, .alt and pepper Ino
bowl: add milk, well beaten egga, Maiola and
grated corn, or if canned corn la uaed put it through
meat chopper. Add. mix well and fry in deep hot
Maiola. It la beat to make the frittera amall. You
ara than aure they will ba done through. Vtc a
teaapoonful for each fritter.
PS.: Clamfrittera ara made the aame way, ualng
ona cup of canned minced clama inatead of corn, or
one cup of fresh clama put through the meat chop
clama Icaa milk ia uaed.
per. When uaing
1

HAWKINS
Everything in the Food Goods Line

VSA

i
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r--
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SIMS A WOODSON

1875-Mr-

Hendecourt-Lez-Cagnlcou-

b Am

olive oil, superior to one made with or
dinary olive oil. It is easier to mix than an olive oil dressing.
Mazola gives uniformly satisfactory results. Its manu
facture is an exact science.
For sale in pints, quarts, half gallons and gallons.
For greater economy buy the large sizes.
one made

.

old-tim-

a housewife

si

r

GROCERIES, MEATS, FRUITS,
VEGETABLES, BAKERY GOODS
Fancy Comb Honey and Strained Honey in
,

Pint

Jar,

5-l-

and

b,

10-l-

Tin.

b.

New Arrivals

JOHN RUEB AND TV

40c
cartons .
Batavia Washed Figs in
. .".85c
Shelled Almonds, lb. .
. . . .$1.50
Shelled Pinon Nuts, lb. . . . . .
. . . .'. . ,40c
Pure Sorghum, 2i2 lb. tins . . . , . . . . , . .
. .45c
Pure Maple Sap Syrup, pint tins . . . . .', . t
Crawford's Orange Marmalade,
jars . ... .'. .35c
Delicious Apple Butter,' small tins .
. .". .". . . . 15c
,25c
Libby's Apple Butter, No. 1 tins
Curtice Bros.' Blue Label Jam, 15 oz. jars . .
. . .35c
Muscadine Punch, pints and quarts,
. .30c and 55c
. . . .25c
Large Honey Dew Melons . . . . . . . .
Green Lima Beans, lb. . .
.v. . . .
, : . , .20c
. .
Green Corn, dozen
. . . . f . .40c
& Sanborn's Coffee
Chase
"
;
X
Farms Eggs and Butter All Good Bought Today Will Be Charged on
,
,
September Account ,
b.

.
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16-o- z.
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W.:L. HAWKINS
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FORD' WIN THEIR SUIT
AGAINST B. OF. L. E.

......

.....

394395

junited States Food Administration License No.

J.

lareeik commranoiHc. t aimaa in. ...... .
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 30. Relief for
two men, dlHohnrired from the brotherhood of Locomotive Entrintwra In
Albuquerque when a reversal by the
supreme court of an adverse dechiion
In their uit to compel rcinntatOmr.nt
was announred Thursday. The
report
is as ioiiowh;
' John Rueh
and I. T. Ford
Harry J. Rehder, et. al., appellee, of
iternanuo cqunty.
'This Is a consolidated
n,o,i ,.n
of two cttses which were brought and
iriea in tne .district eourt of Bernalillo county. - The pleadings, evidence
and final Judgment In each rase are
exaectly alike. The numnaa f .nnv,
suit wa to enjoin the defendants, who
were. all the members of the nffii- - nf
the Rio Puerco division, Ko. 446, of
me nroinernood or Locomotive Engineers, from refusing to reeoirni. h
plaintiff in each case n a member of
me said .association and from the denying them, the rights and privileges
of membership therein, and to annul
an order made, by the defendants expelling plaintiffs ; from such rights

iiti.t

.

ground that appellants had a. remedy
Within the order, and that they could
not appeal to the courts for redress
.until they had exhausted such renie
dies. From the Judgment this appeal
'
'
Is prosecuted.
Judgment of the court below reversed, cause remanded.
Syllabus; ' ''"':"V-1. Assignments' oi, errjjr considered
and held sufficiently specific.
S. The records and, minutes of a
private corporation ar admtssable- to
prove its acts, but they are not the
only mode of proof. t They are prima
facie admissible, but, may be rebutted
by parol. Hence, Where the minutes
of a voluntary association are silent,
as to the question of a former trial of
a member, for the 'same offense of
which he waB expelled, as shown by
said minutes. It Is competent tor such
alleged offense against the
of the association; and, also to show
that he was expelled without evidence
'
'r
r
:.
being heard.
3. If a member of a
society is once
acquitted on a trial upon charges preby-la-

'

.

,

ferred against him, he cannot be tried
again for the same offense, unless the
of the association specifically
authorize a second trial therefor, .',
4
If, under the
rules and
regulations of an association, it ; has
no power or jurisdiction to try a memand membership.
v ber and expet him for.a given offense,
The court, after, hearing videiico or If Its action Is without Jurisdiction;
on behalf of the appellants upon- mo- or without notit or
authority, It does
tion of counsel for the appellees,! dis- not change, ,the ' legal
status of the
missed the complaints, upon tbc member, and tne member so unlaw- ?

by-la-

by-la-

fully expelled is not required to
appeal within the order, but may re
sort to tho courts for relief
5. The constitution and
of
a voluntary association constitute the
contract between the member and the
association and govern and limit the
rights and liabilities of the member
and the association. So long as such
rules and regulations, and in accord
ance therewith, the member must like
wise act, as he la required to do under
Wthe cortiract.
When, however, the
association departs from the letter
and spirit of the contract and does an
act which lt.ls;not authorized to do
by-la-

under the contract, a member injured
by such action is not required to conform to the rules In order to secure
relief from such unatnorized action.
6. Where a' member has been once
tried and acquitted on charges preferred against him, in a voluntary association, and the right to expel him

from such association exists only upon
fact that he was In
conviction,
act guilty of violating a rule fif the
association, is no defense to an action by him to secure Ms reinstatement, where he was subsequently retried and found guilty, such second
trial being without Jurisdiction.
Opinion by Roberts, X, Hanna, C, J.
and Parker, J., concurring.
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Join the "Two-Bit- "
Red Cross club. You are!
needed."" ' ""'
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Notice to Contractors.

l-

-

K

Sealed proposals for constructing
or improving the National
Forest
Road project located within or partly
within the Santa Fe National Forest,
State of New Mexico, County of Pan
Miguel, will be received at Room i02,
Luna Strickler Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, until 1 o'clocK, I". M on
the second day of September, 1(118,
at whloh time and place tlioy will be
The right
publicly opened and
Is reserved to reject any nnd all b'ds,
and none will be considered except
those from contractors uscenained to
be experienced and responsible.
The length of project to be constructed or Improved Is approximately
4.21 miles, and the principal Items ot
work are approximately as follows:
Clearing and grubbing, grading roadway and constructing culverts and re,
taining walls.
Said contract form and the maps,
plans, specifications and estimate ot
quantities may be examined by responsible contractors at (he following

HE
W

SfC.
NB
Section
IE., N. M, I'. Mrrldian,

addresses:

-

Beslrtef.

xrrM

ie

of

ior
the Interior,

riBi-irATio-

I'.

8. Land Of- .

19IS.

Notice ie h.rphy
that Antonio
(Ivrn
Olorfl. of Pa.larltn. Hcinalllli) Co.. N. Mel.,
who, on' March ,11, 131 S, made Homeatead

RW
Kntry. No. OISI4J for K
Ijoit t
anu
Kertton Thirty, Townahlp 1M., Ransa
1VV , N. M. p. Mnrlillan,
has (tied notice of
Intention to make Five Tear Proof, to eatab.
Ilih claim to the Innd alove deacrlb.d. before I). K
United States Commla-slnnc- r.
at Albuqutrque, New Mexico, on Ott.
14.

litis.

Claimant

"

names aa witnesses

J. wanfhea, of Pajarli
ripnano
Juan A. Onrule, of Armljo,, N.

N. M.

M.

Kplflano Ourule, of A mil Jo. N.'M.
Uubrlal A. I'havea. of Arm Jo, N. M.
KKANC18CO UELtJADO.
:.'-- . Keslatar.

..

Room 301 Tramway Building, lon"
.
.
vcr, Colorado.
Room 202 Luna Strickler Building,
Albuquerque, New. Mexico.
State Engineer
Office. Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
i .
V:
J. A. WHITTAKER, '
'i v
District Engineer.

Townahlp-D.N.-

haa fll.t
Hans
nntlc ot Intention to mk three year final
to eatubllih eUlm to the land above
Proof,
1ri-rtld- .
befure I), F. Molhinald. Unlt.d
pttat-at Albuqueniue, New
CommliHiloner.
on
Oct. 13, It la.
M.ilrc,
Olalmant namea a. wltneaaea:
CarlDB Urleao, ot Tl.leraa, N. M.
or Tljeraa. N. M.
AuHfu.tm Orlpg-oot TIJ.raa, N. M.
Itatael
Orlpo,
l n
A ......
v ir
U.IIIIa .. . TU.
KRANClrlCO DBlloADO.

re-i--

.

NE

HB

4

-

'

i

.

4
NOTICE tOH rCBMOATlOX.
ot the interior. V. 8. Land Of.
fire at Rama Fa, New Mi-o- j
Kntlravla hereby len'b8t Arinlfo Grlwl,
.

n.rmrtmnt
ht'TUt-ra-

N.w--irtil-

whft,

i.n Ma

I'JH, mails Hanit'oleuu fculrj, Nu, lijuuDJ,

11.

fr

S6 Boys Keglstemt la Ntate.
Santat Fe,, Aug. 30 Reports re
ceived by Capt. R. C. Reld, federal disbursing officer, show that
who had attained the age of U years
.
registered In New Mmrlxn iuf
' ill,., ,1. ... T Ml. IIUIII- ,ber estimated, but some of the county returns ar incomplete and eventually the number win probably pass the.
too mark or possibly .reach SCO.

3.men

"'-
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AIKuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday. August 31, 1918.

AN INDEPENDENT

NEWBPAPBR

Horning Jfournal
PublUhcd kjr tb

v

i

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Waiters RtpreaentaUr
C. J. ANDERSON,
Bids.. Chicago

m.

Harquctt

Emtern

88

Entered

Representative

Ralph r. mulliqan,
Bat 48nil atreet.
New York.

miitreiai
at
otofflc ef Albuquerque. N. U unrt.r am
w vuiiyrcaB ui Hircfl 1, 1879,
Larger circulation than any otW paper
aecona-cla-

-

u

cu

Aoa onijr paper In New
mtjAcu,
iexico iwuej every uy In the year:
TEKMS OF SUBSCRIPTION!
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month.. TOc
many, in aavanoe
$7.50
NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Subacrlbere to the Journal when writing
to have their paper changed to a new
muit be aure to give the old addreaa.
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation rating than ! accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively
entitled to the use for republication
of all news credited to It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.

and equal justice to all is a dream
that It is not possible that there will
be some cases of unfairness. But we
will demand, In the final accounting
after the war, that those who are
framing and yvit frame this new tax
law, shall show.ua beyond question
that they tried to be fair and that they
tried to be just,

V

I

I

T"

I

NOTICE!

THE LUSITANIA SIXKIXG.
Occasionally a judge hands down a
dcision which to the layman appears
to be based on common, every-da- y
sense and which is also stripped of
legal verbiage so that the average man
can understand it. Such a decision
was the one rendered recently in the
federal district court of New York,
Judge Julius M. Meyer presiding,'
wherein it was sought to hold the
Cunard line, owners of the Lusitania,
destroyed by a German torpedo on
May 7, 1915, responsible for loss of
lire and property. The court held that
the German government, and not the
Cunard line, was responsible, the following being the gist of the decision:
'
"The fault, therefore, must be laid
upon those who are responsible for
the sinking of the vessel, in the legal
as well as moral sense. The cause of
the sinking of the Lusitania was the
illegal act of the Imperial German

v.;

.,.,...

,

In the future the following- banks will
close at 3 p. m. on pay days. Will not
remain open until 8 p. m. as formerly.'
-

(

American Trust & Savings Bank
Citizens Bank

First Savings Bank

;r j:y
tip?
-

:rn
,

t
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Trust Co.
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cou,dn have
And if wa could have shipped them.
we couldn't have flownshipped them
SAW SOLDIERS
government, acting through its instru
if we could have flown them. And
ment, the submarine commander, and
couldn't have landed them. Thres
HUNS CRUCIFIED
violating a cherished and humane rule
squadrons of flyers and there are
" '
-sociated Press service during at week.
"4irt-observed, until this war, by even the
c.H.iicc, iiiucnines to a squadron re
LOWERING ONEoTfHEl HORSES
J
a neia
a mile long to
bitterest antagonist. Ab Lord Mersey
which to land nearly
ma(Chicago Daily Journal.)
safely. Allow
said:
whole
blame
'The
cruel
for
the
1918
.AUGUST 31.
chines to a field, which Issixty
SATURDAY.
a good
The
destruction of life in this catastrophe
crucifixion b ythe Germans of a
ra or a square mile
""u
T a i,'field.
It would
must rest solely with those who plot
more than sergeant and two privates of the. SixTO KEEP THE RECORD STRAIGHT.
hree hundred fieldsrequire
to
land twenty teenth Canadian battalion at the sected and with those who. committed the
thousand machines more than
Prof. F.ttore Cadorin, a Venecrime.
hundred square miles of level spacea ond battle of Ypres is ' the reason
The editorial appearing In FriRiven by returning veterans why the
tian sculptor of note, wax, before
"But while in this law suit there
jui. Mcimiu ine iront lines.
day morning's Journal regarding
Perhaps you know something about "Canadians don't take prisoners."
Italy's entrance into the war, a
be no recovery, it Is not to be
may
Col. D. K. B. Sellers' candidacy
This Infamous act of Hun frlghtful-nes- s
.;vciuiK mnu oy tne square mile. Perlecturer on the history of Italian
doubted that the United States of Amhaps you can imaplne th si
is well
for the governorship on the demart at Columbia U niversity. Called
.and is us.d
erica and her allies will well rememjob the Job of flndlnir nlaces
for as a battle authenticated
ocratic ticket has been construed
entered
to
the
colors
when
cry when "going over the
more
man
Italy
ber the rights of those affected by
tnree hundred new land
to mean that this paper Is suptop," according to Herbert Chaplain
the V'ar, he was recently sent to
ing fields in addition to those the al
the sinking of the Lusitania and, when
ties are now using in France, and and Joseph Murdock. who have come
this country by his government to
not
This
is
his
time
candidacy.
will
shall
the
it
see
to
come,
that
porting
leveling them off. But even if you to Chicago to start life anew after
lecture on Italian art. Among his
the case, and we tried to word the
don't know much about leveling land
reparation shall be made for one of
their great adventure. Both Voung
sevworks
most
or
art
the available terrain, you can guess men enlisted
prominent
the most indefensible acts of modern
editorial so that no such construcfrom their native town
me
deune
eral
those
to
statues
of
irum.
is
is
truth
an
there
replace
Calgary, Alberta, Canada; both are
times."
tion could be put upon Its meanultimate
on
check
the
tt'Arii
n
the
darkening
sky honorably discharged for Injuries, ai'd
Campanile
stroyed
The trial of the case occupied sevwith airplanes which
Is not the toning.. The Journal Is not commitboth are agents for the Shaw Taxi
St. Mark's Square fell, t wry
eral weeks, during which time many
nage of our ships or the capacity nf company, one at the Hotel Blacks' one,
ted to any candidate. Colonel
the
his
our
since
of
or
family
ffhops
the
generation
of
supply
witnesses were examined and reams of
spruce, but the other at the Hotel Sherman. Their
Fellers, being a resident of Albufourteenth century has had one or
miming neias.
story first was told to Dan Hendertestimony tuken. Among other facts
querque and one of our leading
son, foreman for the Shaw company
more
famous
sculptors.
was
was
out
vessel
that
the
MAKE
NO KNOTS
brought
at 1006 South Wabash avenue.
citizens who has high and laudaBy special arrangement with the
siOVlW- - THE HORSES IN 1797 BY NAPOL CON from t eU
not armed, neither did she carry exIX SOLDIERS' SOCKS.
Herbert Chaplain had Just turned
Pnrt)
ble political
aspiratrons, the
Italian IBureou of Information at
his seventeenth vear when ha heard
(People's Home Journal.)
plosives. Touching upon these facts In
Journal merely used Its columns
501 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
is
tho
It
call for help across the sea four
important that the knitted
bronze horses were lowered from the Rome that was for go many centuries
the decision, the court said:
to assist him In informing the
this paper is publishing a series of
garments for our boys in the service days after Kntrlanrt derln rftti Writ nn
Podium of St. Mark. I happened to be the residence of the Venetian Ambassa"The proof Is absolute that she was
rhould be well made and well fitting, Germany in 1914. He enlisted Aueust
articles by Prof. Cadorin, intended
jicople thereof.
in the crowd watching the operation. It dor and which belonged to Austria unnot and never had been armed nor
iu Rivo as mucn comtort as possible. 8 and, with Company B of the famous
to show the American public the
Our files will show that other
Do not make any knots in loininir the "fighting Tenth," he took cart 1,i the
was
til last year.
The
marvelous
a
did she carry any explosives. She did
sight.
stirring
efforts which Italy is making to
avowed candidates for the goverSplice the thread by thread- second battle of Ypres in April, 1915.
horses suspended in the air looked real
From that palace, which holds again thread.
carry some eighteen fuse cases and
ing a darning needle at one end. and After two weeks nf terriflo
Preserve her historic art monuand alive. The crowd seemed anxious the symbol of the winged lion, the horses running
norship on both tickets, although
125 shrapnel cases consisting merely
needle and thread up the he and some 200 others survived from
ments from Austrian attacks.
not mentioned editorially, have
and fearful for those bronzes arc a sym- will ascend once more to the Podium of center of the other thread for three 1,100 men of the Tenth Canadian batof empty shells without any powder
.
The
Editor.
or
four
inches.
Next to splicing, ov- talion when tho frightful carnage was
,
bol almost mark a destiny. They have St Mark at the
been given liberal space in the
charge, 4,200 cases of safety cartridges
very hour when Austria
the threads for three or ended.
made several voyapes, and each voyage is defeated and her oppressed people erlapping
Journal's news columns.
i
and 189 cases of Infantry equipment
Saw Wounds in Hands.
four inches is the best method - of
has foretoli', the fall of an empire.
freed.
such as leather fittings, punches and
Joining In making knitted garmeifts
Chaplain saw one of the trio of his
on
in
crucified
From
Cast
Arch
bind
the
Forum
and
at
off loosely, otherOn November 14th, 191 S, a few days
at a Hold
the like. None of these munitions
Concerning the horses of St. Mark,
t'jfo's
TO THE IiAST FENNT.
hospital, whero the martyred snhlipr
could have been exploded by setting after the destruction of the Cupola with Rome they were taken by Constantino there are many most interesting legends. wise the edges become too tight.
died.
TO PROTECT HUN NECKS.
Over In Fiance, the summer them on fire In mass or in bulk nor Ticpolo's frescos in Venice, the semi- to Constantinople when the Empire of When in the fourteenth century the
'My company
had halted on the
official "Freradenblatt" of Vienna wrote Occident was tottering. Ten ccnlurics Genoese conquerors of the Venetian
march for a rest," he said, "at a hase
(London Opinion.)
streams of Champagne run red with by subjecting them to Impact."
new
The
Vene
later
desremoved
were
Hun
the
helmet
fleet
is
lust
outside
the littln tnvn
hospital
they
specially
by
besieged the Venetian Capital CapIt will be remembered that Germany j"thc Austrians are sorry for the
blood. This is not new In the history
.
How of St. Julien and I went with some
tians from the Hippodrome of Constan- - tain Doria, commander of the fleet sure designed to protect the neck-the
truction
of
of
but
treasures
the
art,
to
claimed
to
an
the
be
Is
due
of the great war. What Is new
sinking
wise! That is
where Germany is comrades to get a drink of water In
sorrow is diminished by the joy for the tinc, when the Empire of the Orient was of his compfete victory, said: "I will going to get It.just
.'
internal explosion.
ine nospitai yard. A group of French
this
under
the
to
of
and
inflicted
pieces
Italian
wealth
soon
going
to
the
bridle
soldiers were standing about the dead
pressure
on
the
horses of St
put
Furthermore, Germany, In the sink- damage
The blood of the best trained Amfleet
FROM
and
LETTER
Enrico
the
Fourth
AX
UNMADE
body of a young Canadian private and
income
from
Mark!"
the industry cf foreign
Dandplp's.
erican soldier mingles with that of the ing of the vessel, violated one of her its
CROWN PRINCE TO HIS PAPA they told us the story of his crucifixCrusade. From the Podium of St Mark
the
will
in
This
visitors.
That
boast
was
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AFFEGTS STOCKS
Against Excessive
Speculation' Has Its Effect;
Leaders Slump, Then Advance in Final Hour.

Reproof
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New York,

.

30. Anticipating
Aug-the approaching holiday and havlnq
In mind yesterday's unexpected

regarding: excessive speculation

from the chairman of the local monev
pool, today's stock market lapsed Into
Us recent dullness.
A
few leaders, notably United
States Steel and Canadian Pacific,
'both selling exdlvidend, registered
'
early declines of one to one and a half
'points, but these were largely regained in the gradual recovery of the final
hour.
The most interesting development
of the session in its significant rela- -'
tion to the encouraging war news was
mother advance in French exchange
to the highest level for the past three
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The ruling of the Interstate Com- FOR SALE Two aow
$3,500
brick, stuccoed,
pint. 1203 North Flrit.
ern. large porch, fireplace,
merce commission
classifying wire FOH
SAt.K- - One car load guod aged ffoata.
Seventh street.
transmission companies as "common
P. O. Box, S6J, Oallup, N. M.
$2.000
brick, modern,
' carriers'" was without effect on shares
FOR SALE Pfdlgrced Flemlnh Olant buck;
'Second street
of that class beyond the moderate al three young does. 6,'3 West Kmtt.
$2.600
brick, modern.

mod-

South
North
South

FOR SAhE Young Holnteln milk cow, and
strength of American Telephone.'
Walter street.
hand rower cream tepar&tor. ilalbrooki,
within
Specialties were irregular
modern brick, hot
$4,800
N. M.
Inleta,
Sale
water heat, lot 76x142, Fourth
relatively narrow bounds.
on
two
SALE
and
tOK
horaea,
bugsr
ward.
amounted to '225,000 shares.
harncaa, or will trade tor hogs or araall $1,600
frame, bath, sleep-ln- g
Liberty Bonds, including 3V4's, were plfra. 1203 North Flrat.
porch. South Broadway, close
but more of the foreign THE RIO ORANDB DUROC llOO CO. OF
reactionary,
.
In.
' issues were
The
largeat breeders
Bllghtly higher." Totai
cement block bunnoun In the Bouthareat, Can $1,500
sales, par value, aggregated 18,535,- -' of re(latered
with herd boara and young plga
galow, modern, glassed-i- n
you
sleepupply
000.
Old TJnited States bonds were at moderate prlcee. We have all klnda. Ofing porch; Highlands.
1288. Ranch
le
Pho
Third.
a
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on
for'
i
fice
call,
except
nt
$2,600
unchanged
bungalow, modern,
'
':
phone
reaction- In the 4's.
sleeping porch, garage, Fourth
'
ward.
"
Closing prices:
NEW YORK MONEY.
$2,600
69
stucco, bath,
, American Beet Sugar
cement walks and 'coping, alsoetc.,
.'
American Can
464
Mercanti'c
30.
New York. Auff.
adobe, all on lot 76x142:
American Smelting & Refining. 77 H
Third ward.
97 S paper, unchanged; sterling, unchang
American ' Tel. & Tel....
17
ed; rubles, unchanged.
American Zinc
A. FLEHSCiEl
Mexican dollars Unchanged.
67
Anaconda Copper
Real
bonds
Firm.
Estate, ' Insurance, Loan
Government'
86
.
...
Atchison
111 South Fourth Street.
bonds
Railroad
Steady.
55
Baltimore & Ohio
Time loans Unchanged.
26V,
'Butte & Superior
18 Yt
California Petroleum
KANSAS CITY PRODVCK.
183 r,
Canadian Pacific
WANTED TO BUY
69
Central Leather
Kansas City, Aug.
58
Chesapeake' & Ohio
4 5 Vie; firsts', 44c; second.!,
51
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
39 r. 43c; packing, 35c. "
A good, light secondChino Copper
47
Eggs and poultry Unchanged.
Colorado Fuel & Iron
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CruclbleTsteel
Cuba Cane Sugar

67
30 i
15
321'.
9?
nova

..,

Erie .
Chicago. Aug. 30.
Great Northern Ore Ctfs......
higher. Creamery,
Great Northern pfd
434Dc; seconds,
inspiration copper
102'!i ards, 45V44c.
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Egg4 Unchanged.
33
Kennecott Copper......
..100
. "28
.p

Northern Pacific
r
Pennsylvania . ...... t
Ray Consolidated Copper..
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
;
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway j

..Texas
Union
U. S.
United

24
68
74
90
44

.... .24
i

..

.

'

128
12314

Pacific
Industrial Alcohol
States Steel
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Chicago Llves-kChicago, Aug. 80. Cattle Receipts
Market steady. Beef cattle,
5,000.

$10.7518.90; butchers, $7.2514.61;
stockers and feeders, $8.00 14.00

and heifers, $9.5014.00.
Market
Hoes Receipts .J.500.
$19.2520.20;
Butchers,
higher.
BUADSTERRET'S REVIEW.
lieht. $19.40 20.25; paclflng, $18.15
19.10; pigs, $18.2519.00.
New York, Aug. 30. Bradstreet's
Markit
Sheeo Receipts 16.000.
will
tomorrow
say:
steady. Ton westerns, $18.40: tiative
war.
on
'
the
"With attention focused
feedint
$17.85: fat sheep, steady;
with the government Insisting upo sheep strong to higher. Lambs. $16.00
of
18.40: feeders,' $16.00 17.50; ewes
getting larger and larger supplies
the drouth-- ' $10.50 12.25; breeding ewes. $12.50
essentials, and with
stricken sections of the southwest
18.25.
complaining, sentiment tends to be-

.

'

come more conservative. Considerable
business Is offering, consumption requirements being heavy, but supplies
!are light and all round activity would
(reign were !t not for imperative need3
of war. Weekly bank clearings,
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.

"

Chicago, Aug. 30 Corn today found
new low level but recovered ana
to l'4o over yesterday.
closed
The dip was due to the fact that vie- tories in Europe are regarded ns
bearish and to the big discount of the
No. 5 grades in the same market,
which declined 6c ta lOo and were 7c
under the August and September de- liveries. The closing rally was due te
profit taking by shorts. Cash houses
generally were on the selling side.
closed
tip at 11.56 '54. Flue-- "
and the move
tuattons ranged
and Jerky.
merits
In the oats pit the same nervous
tension was observed but sentlmenl
was more evenly divided than In
i corn.
Cash houses and those with
country connection continued hedg
Ing. Some of the buying was reported
; as being for shippers.
Cash oats wer
'
slightly lower with No. 3 white about
'

a

lc

"

,

were'-nervou-

s

Oj-tob-

lc 2o

lc

and
5o
October.

under
standard about
Receipts continued liberal.
The provision market in aslugglsh
way was firm In sympathy with corn
and hogs, except that ribs worked 6c
lower. Pork closed 12V4c to 20c an1
lard Ec higher.
Closing prices:
Corn Sept., 1.54H:
70Vfcr--

t.,

Og.ts-Sep-

Oct..

Oct.

11.81.
V

71

.

Pork Sept., $43.20; Oct., $43.70.

,

Sept.. $26.87; Oct.. $28.87.
Sept., $24.65; Oct, $24.80.

Lard
Ribs

t

New York. Aug. 30. Lead Market
easy. Spot $8.08. i' ' '
Spelter Easy. East St. Louis spof,
.

I9.00ll.

'

'

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York. Aug. 80. Cotton future!
close ' steady. ' Gets; $34.65; Ceo.,
$33.97; Jn.. $33.85; March. $38.75;
'
Way, 183,$0,
;

FOUND.
FOUND

Black pocket honk In

Hlh

iwhevl

!

'KaAsasKnnuaa

r.llv UviMtlook.
City, Aug. SO. Cattle

Re

Market steady. rinie
ceipts 2.000.
fed steers, $17.251 8. 50; dressed beef
steers, $11. 0017. 00;- western steer-t- ,
.cows, $6.60 12.50
$10.00
14.50;
heifers. $9.00(14.60; - stockers and
bulls. $7.C0ffJ
feeders.- - 17.50lfD18.00:
r
10.00! calves. 17.50 A 13.60.
Hogs Receipts 6,000. Market high
er. Bulk. $19.2019,85; heavy, $19.30
19.80; plj5,
19.90; light, $19.00
''
17.60.
$16.00
Market
2,000.
Sheen Receipts
Lambs, $15. 50i 17.90; year
steady.
wethers, $10.00
lings, ft0.5014.50:
18.25; ewes. $8.00 12.25; stockers
.

'

and feeders, $6.0017.50.

FOR REM

Dwelling..

North.
FOR RENT

Furnished
coUuko
wimpflwn, ynone ia3a or can ajz rark.
FOR RENT Three-roounfuinlahed houae
hade; outbulldlnga; 110.00. Inqulra 1S00
North Second.
houae In good conFOR RENT Four-roodition, alao three nicely furnlnhcd rnomi
for light housekeeping. Inqulra 709 Rom

South.
FOH HKNT Modern furnlahod
houae. 818 Weat Iron. Phme CH.

flve-rm.-

HIbtanaB.
FOR KKNT Furmanad rooms.
til SoutJa
Walter. Phan Ml
wo.room eotlaa
OR RENT Purnlaheft
with aleeplng porch. 1021 Bouth waltar.
Four-roohouae two (laaaed
FOR RBMT
la porohee. Water paid, 114. Phon ll.il-J- .
FOR RENT Small furnished house with
alceplnff porch, electrlo light and water.
409 North Edith.
FOR RENT 10 South Arno, 7 rooms and
3i per month.
bath, hot water heat,
' '
Open for Inspection.
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat on Kaat
Central cat Una, convenient to aanator
'
luma. Thaxtnn k Co., Third and Gold.
five-roomodera
FOR RENT Peah-abl- e
furnished bungalow .on South Edith. Phon
2139-uhtaaed in sleeping porch and gar
sue.
OR RENT Small furnished cottage, mod- gooa location.
ern, glassed
porches;
I hona am mornings.
Keys lo.a am ten

' Denver livestock,.
- i
Denver; .Aug. SO. Cattle Receipts
1,300.
Market strong. Beef steers,
$9.50
15.30; cows and heifers, $7.00 trat. '
10.26; stockers and feeders, $7.00
furnished cottage
RENT
t FOR
11.00; calves. $11.00 14.00.
and aleeplng porchea, at 1400
t
atreet.
Bouth
block
City Realty
High
Apply
Hogs Receipts 200. Market steady
'
Co.. 507 Weat Oold, Phon 7?.
Top, $18.75;1 bulk, $18.7519.40.
Market
Sheep Receipts ' 3,500.
strong. Lambs, $1 7.00 17.50; ewes, '
'

'

P-R-?'???!-

lll.00igill.60.'

'

V

;

Heavy ltftlns at Las Vegas.
East Las Vegas, i N, M., Aug. io.
Heavy rains foU Thursday afternoon
In this locality. Water flowed over
the sidewalks In the business section
nd brought business to a practical
standstill iior a half an hour. Sev
eral automobiles' were stuck In the
mud.- - Street improvement Is under
way here, and the surface of the high
ways,' softened by pipe laying and
other excavating, was ground Into a
mire in which driving was . difficult.
The rain did the crops a great deal of
good.

...

'

.

d
'
Th
Star.
The ancient Greeks used the
star as a symbol of health. It
till fulfills .this ancient mission, as
you will find It Imprinted on each
package of Chamberlain's Tablets
These tablet have restored hundreds
to health who were afflicted with Indigestion, biliousness or constipation.
Give them a trial when In need of
such a medicine, and you are certain
to be pleased with the prompt relief
which they afford.
Flre-Fulnre-

NEW TORK MCTAIa

Bnaton bull pup, white front fiitt,
dark color, white face, lleturn to Swift 4
Co. office. Reward.
LOST Chlld'a pink hat on or near Indian
achool
lant Monday afternoon.
ground
Finder please notify MiH Uwll, Zli North
Elm or Phone 1326-- J.
I.OST

western
veal calves, $17.76018.50;
war
On lecelpt of $10
tains
ranee beef steers. $14.60 18.00; cows and pa myfor thisgarden.
ad will release cow tu

82 ?i

Utah Copper

P. O. Box 524, City.

Market
firsts,

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

n

....153

Company

4142c;

Poultry
springs, 304c.

92i

86
25

Butter

4546c;

five-point-

modern brick, heat
FOR SALE Five-rooad; tlx lota. Whole or part. Central. Hi
Journal.
FOR SAJ.E In Old Town,
adobe
house. ' Prica 1750.00. P. O. Box
, 014
. aa.
Aiouquerque,
FOR SAL0 Nica soma, furnished and a
good paying business, (4,000, hall (Utah.
Bungalow,, journal ornca.
FOR BALE 105 ft. lot, modern bungalowl
rented. House aultabl for boarders; has
two screened porchea. Box I, car Journal
'
Oat butldtnge.
FOR SALE Nine room house; four room
apartment upetalra: bath room oa aaoh
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shad trees
ana garage, sit west coal.
FOR SALE (By Owner)
modern
brick (first ward), hardweod floora, two
STMJe
f 3,000.1a. P. O.
pasemeai.
Box ll, aty.
FOR SALE Furnlfhad or unfurnished " 4
tooms, two porches, modern house, M.JO0
l,Sr, . furnished.
unfurnished,
Plenty of
shade and outbulldlnga. 400 North Arno.
F5h SALE Cement block houae five rooms
leaping porch, cellar, city water, corner
lot one block from ear line, handy to chop
little cash and 111 per month. Call 1S01
Snath Arnn Phnae 1IO0--

VANTtD

noarderi.

N

Sept. 2nd, a limited number
of table boarders can he upnmmwi.t.rt
421 Weat Capper, Reservations can now
Pt sMttS,
fj, 4, BOJUiWBa, -- ;
BBC11NN(NU

at

FOR SALL

A Few Esrlaks

MieceTlanoious,

Tor 8ult Five-roopressed brick.' large FOR BALE Horse, harness and
buggy
sleeping porch, cement bnaemont, garage,
Chaa. Mann. OM Albuquerque.
corner lot, eaay torma. $3,21.0.
FOR SALE New fodrytmoer Coutlnentai
Banta Fe brick,
New four-roogood
gasoline motor. 40 horse power. Box tul.
Two acres of fine valley land all under porchea, fine view, growing section, li.350. City.
New four-roocultivation. In alfalfa, garden' and fruit,
brick, cement basement, FOR MALE Tank, wlnmlil . ...1
'
modern concrete house, heating plant, stationary laundry tuba, close
with a good
Jameson's Sanitarium.
large sleeping porch, cellar, good barn andi to Central, fine view, $2,760,
FOR SALE Second hand school bnks.
l
garage, clone in near car Una. If you want
Fourteon-acre
ranch on main ditch, fine
a suburifan home this will Interest you. neighborhood, close to city, including grow.
monew:Phone 2045, 210 West New York
FOR SALE Oas stove, good as
For torma and price aeo
Ing crops, $4,000. Best farm buy in the valnw,heap.
Phone 2442-J- .
:
ley.
h)R SALE Good gentle driving outfit, I
CQ.
Six acres on Boulevard, no Improvements,
rigs, one double, one single. 401 Nort
REAL E8TATB. FIRE INSURANCE. fine location, $1,100.. .
Thirteenth. Phone 060.
Three-rooLOANS.
furnished house, Hlghlanda
FOR SALE Concord grapes, finest kind for
21 Weat Gold.
Phone 1(6.
n1 ' e0d W'ier' lnoludIn furniture!
cents per pound at the ranch.
Jelly, 0
$7m
(7. G. Bnnilv. Phon
9A'M.tf9
For Rent! Several good
turn-lshe- d
FOR SALE One nearly new
propositions,
Ford runor unfurnished.
HELP WANTED.
about; extra equipment. Address Btern,
7
Schlose A Co..
West Conrwie
FOR SALE Very fine gray reed baby bug&
gy, good as new, $18; nlto lee cream
WANTED Bell boys. Alvarado Hotel.
freeser. dishes and cooking utensils. 623
WANTED A milker..
Bozemek'e
WIRE
INSURANCE
West
Fruit.
Apply
AGENTS
Dairy.
FOR 8ALR-O- ne
piano, mahogany finish,
Third and Gold
WANTED A aecond cook at once. Pullpractically new, will sell cheap and make
man Cafe,
easy terms. Act quickly if you want a bargain. H. Livingston Furniture Co., 21S South
WANTED Dellveiyman at llawkin'a GroSecond.
cery Store.
FOR SALE One good driving h?rae weight
WANTED Three boya not going to achool.
2 sets single harness,
one heavy,
HIM),
The Palace Drug Co.
Bungalow, rtandy location, hard-Woo- d
built-i- n
floora,
dandy spring wagon, buggy pole, one runsidefeatures,
lawn,
WANTED Boy to woYk in grocery atore.
one
wagon cheap, new.
walks, price $4,400. If you want a good about, very cheap,
Apply 1124 South Edith.
012 North Second.
bouse sue tills one.
window trimmer. The
WANTED First-clas- s
00B. McCLUGIIAN
White House, Banta Pe, N. M.
Ms per gallon. Roofs under oar ee.re will
il6 West Oold Improve
WANTED Nnut bright boy about 14 to Phone 007
from year to year. We can pat oa
deliver soft drlnka. 1005 East Central.
a new root that will last as Pnur aa the
building. The Mania no On, Phone U01-WANTED Man to demttpstrate an automo.
U0 South Walnut.
bile polish and polish cars, (loud money
-FOR
Oold.
319
West
live
man.
for
Call
ERIE oarbon root paav ua root oement
leaks:
lasts
five
of
manual
WANTED Teacher
atope
years. Use) JDeroe
training
mechanic Rio Grande Inand
ready paint, floor paint. Valspar, Jap-a-la- c
North.
mohair top and seat dressing, Motor car findustrial Schoo, Box D96 City.
cold water kalaomlne. and be satisfied,
WANTED
Tlinckoeper for construction FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light ish,
rhne. W. Kelehsr. 400 W. Centred. Phone 410.
train In Ariiona. Apply at once Apache
621 West Silver.
housekeeping.
FOR SALE At The Meyers Co. Store, corRailway Co., Commercial Club Hulldlng.
FOR RENT Room In modern bungalow,
ner First street and Cuppr aveoue A lot
WANTED Young man, about 18, capable of
0
West Marquette.
013 per month
ot
furniture and fixtures, Including one elec.
for
and
copy
proofreader
reading
holding
one
one upright piano, bar
vary desirable- bedroom trio player-pianand assist In mailing roum.. Apply at onco. FOU KENT
Ions
3240.
Plome
Central.
West
modern.
office.
Journal
outfit, enjh register, show cases, large heat-In- g
dlagraph, trucka, office deska,
atom,
GOVERNMENT civil aervlce examinations In CUlt KENT Modern rarnmeO rooms; no
chairs, shelving and counter, eoppar meaa-urealck; slram heat, 800 2 West Central
New Mexico August and September. Govbottling outfit, bar glassware and oth-U
ernment clerk, railway mail, teacher,
roomai er
FOR RENT Light housekeeping
articles too numerous to mention
roaearch
typewriter,
no children. 611 Weat Coal.
Inspector,
dirt
Men
cheap for cash, no decent offer regoes
and
clerk. Experience unneueasary.
RENT Rooms out n week, beta; fused. The Meyers Co.. Inc., Corner First
women deairing government positions write TOR
over
Store.
Rule
Golden
no
sick;
street
and
Copper avenue.
for free particulars, J. C. Leonard! formor
rooms for
Civil Service Examiner,) 1053 Kenola Bldg.. FOR RENT Three furnished
no
alck. Oil Nuith
light housekeeping;
,
Washlr.gton.
Second.
WANTED IVi ikceftaneou.
room and
FOR RENT Newly furnished
613
nealb-'w- !
sleeping porches; reasonable rates,
WANTED Girl for plain cooking. 41! West North Second.
WANTED To rem. a pTauo. Address k'.b"
OoeL
FOR RENT Furnished rooma and house
Box S2S, City.
keeping apartments, ell jew an modern. WANTED Child to board ana lake care
WANTED Experienced cook, three in famif,
210 North Seventh.
ily. Phone 71.
416 North Seventh.
RIO
GRANDE HOTEL Rooma and apart - WANTED If
WANTED AJompetenk " aaieewomaa.
a
need
you
call
carpenter,
j.
'
.
ments. (19 West Central. Mrs, Richard
Eoonomlst.'
8. Purling. Phone 1IH&-WANTED Messengers, boys or girls, with Weat, Proprltress.
WANTK1
bent
hundred
To
the
twelve
buy
nio
wheel, l'osiai Telegraph co.
oian rooms;
Imperial roomh
pound horse six yearsilil. John Mann.
rates br day or week; ever Woolworth'a,
WANTED A girl to work half daya. Call
WANTED To do washing and Ironing at
West Central. ,
ll
at 220 North Fourteenth.
412 East Grand. Phone 1.1.10-home.
WANTED Girl or woman tot general FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping
rooms with private bath. No sick and n WANTED Recptlon room and office-- furn-- .
housework. 7Z4 west copper.
lture. Will pay reasonable price. Phone
WANTED tllri for
housework. children. 810 North Fourth.
general
11S6-Mrs. Chaa. White. 1117 Kent
AMERICAN HOTEL, 602 1 West OsnlraU
Opened under new management house WANTED A few choice milch lows. Adwoman cook, $50 per
WANTED Good
Produce Co., Gallup,
dress Gallup Meat
keeping and sleeping rooms, rates reasonrnona
soutn
no
154.
Ttura.
montjj.
N. M.
'
able. Phone 201.
WOMAN
For general housworkTllo ooosu
WANTED At once second hand furniture
Ing. Address Box 020, Albuquerque.
Rotten.
and kitchen utensils; also 'oock stova or
'
WANTBD Girl iie who uhdernraiids .linrange. Phone 2100-RENT
FOR
Furnished
room.wlth
sleeping
room
work
Wast
82;
Sliver.
preferred.
ing
ffiaYfBsT cABHHFRicE'rAib
porch. COT West Gold.
junk
"in
woman
owork
WANTEDCompelent
BT THE SOUTHWESTERN JONtC CO.,
a home afternoons. Phone 11.11 afternoons. FOR RENT Furnished room 010 West
114 WEST LEAD. PHONE U.. WS) ALSO
no ohlldren.
no
alck,
WANTED Girl for cooking and housework.
BUY OLD AUTOfl.
uu KENT Desirable front room, no alck, WANTED-Beoohd'!u- tnd
No washing or Ironing. Call mornings 1107
men's and boya1
or children. 714 West silver.
Kent,
clothes, shoes and underwear. AI40 trunks
room, and suit eases. Call 411. CMcago oaond-han- d
WANTED A good girl for housework and FOR RENT1108 Nicely furnished bed 143S-Close W,
South Fifth, phone
to care for children, Bo sick. 111 Weat
atore. H7 iouth first
t
New York.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, no WANTED-60.000
baga. Pay from Io to so
sick and children. First claaa hoard. 701
WANTED Girl for light house work; no West
each. HO tons scrap Iron. Pay from
Sliver.
cooking er laundry. 113 Bouth Klghth.
to
per lb. Patrlotlo duty. St. Ixiuls
Can go home nights.
Co., AB Bouth First, street Phon 171
Junk
Highlands.'
WANTED A girl for general housework.
Blumenahine ttelry, 1722 FOR RENT Furnished room. 101 South MATTRESSES renovated' In same or new
Apply Miller
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
Weat Central.
Walter.
reflnlehed.
restretched. Satisfaction
FOR RENT Large, furnished room with guaranteed. Springs
Albuquerque Mattrese Faotory.
kitchenette, modern. lxt East Central.
1011
Second.
South
Phone 471.
aelealadles.
WANTED Kperlenced Spanish
with sleepln WANTED Careful kodak
FOR RENT Large twosa
,
J. C Penney Company.
flnjshlnc by masporch; ideal for two. 010 East Central.
ter photographers. Twice dally service.
Bend
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping rooms Remember, satisfaction
guaranteed.
Largs sleeping porch. 110 South Walnut, your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
A
master
Hanna
Manna,
photographer.
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleeping
porch and kitchenette,
light and water BIG OFFERS in high class portraits, views,
WANTED Competent aeamstrcea aa aaals-a,
paid. 701 soutn High-commercial photography.
in alteration room. Apply Tire
Expert kodak
FOR RENT Furnished room for two gent- finishing. Film developed 10c. Printa 2o to
Kodaks
work.
each
with
Il.tO
211
free
Ceni
week.
East
lemen,
5c, enlargements
per
tral.
loaned free Mall orders promptly attended
CentraL
308
Cifift
West
Studio.
FOR RENT Modern rooma with sleeping to. Art
porches, with or without hoard. Phone
WANTED roenton.
$71. 1122 Fast Central.
AutomoLUeB.
SALE
FOR
'
I
RENT Two well furnlshsd rooms, for
NURSEwou Id "care f or paVlentsathlr FOR
With
light housekeeping.
aleeplng porch. FOR SALE Ford roadster; In first cla
home a few hours daily. Also give Iron. Electrlo
condition. Phone 24O5-Flights and gas paid. 410 East Cen'
Phone 217S-tral.
'
FOR SALE Ford touring car or will trade
wants
aa
WANTED Woman
position
White
FOR RENT Modern furnished room and
fur Ford roadslsr. Seo owne-a- t
housekeeper on a ranch for board tor
sleeping porch. To one or two persons em- Garage.
self ad husband. 71 West Marble.
ployed. No sick. 202 North Edith. Phone FOR SALE Mltchull Six ohummy roadster,
WANTBD Position oy oxsenenoad office 1549-,..1117 model; - reasonable. .Owner leaving'
- man.
Bookkeeper, salesman or . clerical
U71.lt. Ilnnn..
..I...
line ta store or office. Address B. 8 Journal . i ..
, .. General.
FOR SALE Ford speedster, first class con-- .
.
TONS MAN, M years of age, desires pos-anion: equipped with battery, starter, etc.
RE.'JT
Furnished room 4n modern
wecono.
Itlon. Splendid general business experience. FOR
home with sleeping porch; also board, Inquire lsoo worth
run
.Exempt from draft. BestQ ot references. Not
KALE.. Overland
.
FOB
1515.
ears
phone
to
. . car, J.!. 1.....
of
.
.
.
.
Address
Morning
..nil
,lck.
' reply
1,000 miles; peneci oniiuiiHinj
.
furnished tt......tn.
Journal.
afioA.
Bonds
.am
FOR RENT A few elegantly
Liberty
Pria
rooms In exclusive residence part of city; taken.
WANTED By experienced diversified farm
Phone 70. 410 Bouth Edith.
manager a permanent position to Work breakfast If, desired; references required. No TOR BALE Franklin series 5 passenger
iior some reliable parson that haa had suo-ceslrk. Phone 113s,
ford
car run only 2,000 miles. Oeoodyear
in keeping help for a reasonable length
and illmmers, car in first
bumper
tires,
e.
tsox
W,
A.
.
u,
aidu
TYPEWRITERS.
Pecan,
of time,
class condition. Will trade for smauer
.
querque, N. M.
difference, rnooe iii--overb-aule- d
and
csh
and
masea,
All
WRITERS
TIPE
repairea. rtiooone xor every m attain. AlWANTED
buquerque Typwrlter Evehange. - Phone 014
FOR RENT Off.ce Rooms.
Dt.h Fnwrth
.
111
WANTED Salesman, on with oar preferFOR RENT Offloei in eulta or single. Call
111 Knlt'l
lentirKn.
CARPENTERING.
upstair over, wooiwomn mrr.
.
with
WANTED Salesman
ao-Spanish
otfloe
Bout
connecting
FOR RENT
v
qualntsnoea 111 South Fourth. , .
rsaao
FOR CAHPKNTKB
Bros
work,
noble,
rooms over niaea time mmCard sol North rirat atreol
WANTED Al shoe salesman, must speak
- !
Spanish fluently. Answer, stating references
and salary expected. TM Whit Houae,
BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR
uanus a a, is. aa.
FOR SALE Ranches: cattle .ranch, 120 FOR .RENT Two birildlnga at Seventh and
acres, fully equipped, open .range, good
Cansral Arenue. Apply te j. JS. . joiaer,
"
drift fonce, grass good. Will, sacrifice ranch agent
STOHC SALESMEN.
Want
come
action.
effects.
and
First
quick
LARGE manufacturer of truck and tract-or- e Kets a real bargain. Five miles northwest FOR SALE Hotel, seventeea well furnished
services.
Best
needs your
Drooositlon Suwanee Lawerence U Levy, P. O. Corrao,
rooms, centrally located, close to depot
on the market today for live men. Call on or N.
Owner will sacrifice. Bee National Invest
M.
write State Manager, Room 2, Armljo Bldg.,
ment
Co., 101 North Third.
x
'
Albuquerque.
'
FOR SAIX

A.L

MARTIN

TEIMTOn

swell

REm

LOST .Smoky Uimx arrow head atlck pin
Cheese Unchanged.
act In said bands. Return lu 1120 North
Ohioft.
TVitt. tneu -- Tiofpr Minnesota
hnilc.' tl'.8S(S1.90: same In sacks; $2.20 Eleventh. Reward.
LOST A plain brown allk umbrella in Lyrlo
2.25: Wisconsin Ohlos, bulk. $1.SR
theater. Finder return 313 Weat Copper
'
and receive reward.
2.10; same in sacks, $2.1 5

........115

Louisville & Nashvillo
Petroleum
Mexican
"Miami Copper ",
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central

hand truck. Address

CHICAGO PRODCCE.

iteAii 'Emm

CO.

mm

Room.

'AyOnwMVX

for

...

STAR FURNITURE CO.

IIS West Gold Ave.
Have some new Bane Burners on their
flour, would bo glad to show them to
you.

Want to buy your aecond hand goods.
Phone 409.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
"
JOllJt W. WILSON
'
..
..
Attorney
Rooms 1$. IT end 10.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1172.
DENTISTS
UK. i. E. KRAFF
..
..
Dental Bargee
Rooms
Phone 744
Barnatt Building
Appolntmenta Made by Mall

f.

B.

COP

Rooma

5

Dentist
Mellnl Building
AND

PHYSICIANS
W.

T.'MIKPHV,

SURGEONS

M. D.

Pnu-Uc- e
Limited to Tuberculosis Wright
building; opposite postofflce. Office boura,
10 to 12 a. m., 2 to 2 p. m. Phone, office)
S07-residence 207-DR. MARGARET O. CART WRIGHT
Practice Limited to Women's and CblL
dren's Dtseaaee
1132 E. Central Phone 071, Albuquerque. N.M.
IIrT SARAH COKF.B
Pranlre IJmlled to rhlldrea.
Office Rooms 1 and 2, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 2 p. m. ii I J. m.
Office Phone 101
Residence Phone M7.

Mucenaneout.

REN1

FOR

FOR RENT Gentle driving horse and
gy. 01. -(0 for 2 hours, phone 1SH4-iiOHSai Bd"Srgato ema Springs.
Arno.
rales. S. Garcia, 1202 Nor

bug-

Room "With Board.

For Rent

RENT East room wltn pnrch; board.
private 'nnillirJOOjloiirt High.
LADYfb ahare east aloeping porch and
room; boara. bub woutn c.nun.
FOU RENT Front room with board.
FOR

1742.

KOliItENT

Rooma with aleeplng porchea
hot and oold water, 1st claas table board.
Case de Oro, 013 Weet noia.

RENT Nice room and porch euliabla
for two with board, ratea $35.00. Phono
020 South Arno.
turnlahed
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. $01 Bouth
rooms, flrst-clas- a
Edith. Phone S0. Mrs. Abbott
MRS. W. H. REKTJ. of the Lockhart Ranch
baa moved to 002 Bouth Arno. wnere she
Is pestered to take health seekers, Phon
FOH
151S--

2JSI.

KSCON DIDO The oonvales-can- ts
EL JARDIN
Ideal home. Has room with private
hath vacant. 1S01 Weat Central, Phone 1112.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
For ratea phono 2419F-4- : free transportation
Accommodations now .available, Mrs. a. Js.
Thomas.

FOR

ItENT

ApartmenU.

Three furnished aparliuenla at
304 North Second.
FOR RENT Furnlshea- anartmenta. Elms
and
corner
First
Tljeras.
Hotel,
FOR RENT Two and three-roo- m
apart
ments and sleeping rooma.
mgniana
FOR RENT

House.

unfurnished apartFOR RENT Four-rooment all modern, good location. Inquire
814 South Fifth. No elo k. Phone 2109.
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished
apartments, modern; 200 Block, South Sixth.
Inquire Savoy hotel office.
housefurnished
FOR RENT Desirable
with
keeping apartment on West Central,
80-21
glassed sleeping porch. Phone
THE WASHINGTON, 100 W. t'ENTHAL.
no
Up to date and beautifully located;
sick, young children or short term tenants
solicited. Get on the waiting Hat Phone
2022. J. D. Eakln, proprietor.

MONET TO LOAN.
On real estate security.
ITS.
BeeJtT On.

MONET TO LOAN
1ST Wert OnM.

P"

rtv

FOR SALE

Poultry and Egg.

FOR KALEKoung .leghorn pullets.
West Fruit.

kii

'

MAIL BTAGE

:

sail anywhere einy time,
ar. Mogollon I p.m.
ar. Silver City t P m.
ai:to
Uvery In southwest
Best equipped
Phone

Lv. flllver City T ,;
Lv. Mogollon 1 .m.;

BENNETT MOTOR TRANSIT
, torn Wtt w. n.

CO.

TIME CARDS.

5Temen.

-

SAUIjteAl, E'Ute.

hurnlbur.

nan rael.ACj r l

r'-sj-

Second hand dining room
FOR BALE
table, buffet and chairs; food condition.

.

lit ma
u

fymh tok

w

PERSONAL.

MRS. H. L. BUSKET. TAXI
,

iik tiom am (a

fiWUMb

LXNB-e-FllO-

SANTA FE K1AL-ATCHISON, XOPEKA
WAT CO. " Weetboojid.
Arrives
No.- Class.
Depart,"
7:10 pm. 0:10 pm,
1. The Bcout
1. California Limited
..11:40 am. 12:40 pre.
10:45 am. 11:11am.
T. Farge
Fast
1:30 am. 3:30 am.
I. The Navajo
SoothbeoJsd,
.
101. El Paso Express
10:16pm.
11:46 am.
OOTcBl Paso Express ...

....

The Beont
...7:35 am. I:0 am.
The Navajo . .... ...:00pwi. 0:40 pm.
California Limited ...0:00 pm. 7:00
3. Banta Fe Sight.., ...OJOpra. 10:20
.,
prom Booth. '..
lit, Kansas City and Chloago. ....TrN
1AJ Kl1BI CHI Mi CbsMH
10.
2,
4.

nn'r1

i
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EIGH'

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.
BUY YOUR

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

Sit.

PHONE

IT.

M.

WARD'S

I

HOMER

STORE
H.

SIS Marble

WAD
Avenue.

Phone

...678

FREW

Packer and Drayman

FOR QUICK
S2
Phone MM. ,

BE CLOSED TODAY

':

w.nt

U-W

--

"PERSHING'S
CRUSADERS"

First Official U. S. War Picture in Seven 'Reels
Matinee
Night
Matinee 2 :30 to 6 :30

.Adults 20c; Children 10c
Adults 30c; Children 20c
Night 7 :30 to 1 1 :30

'.

f

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

lug Wutitcd. Must be accurate.,,
Po.sitlon offered Is permanent
with good oi)M)rtniilty for advancement If can show ability.

'

and 2. WhlHnic Building
Phone No. 84. J
Corner Second and Gold,

Papers by Colonel R. E,
Twitchell and Milton Hel- mick Prove Feature of the
Morning Session,

TODAY ONLY

Competent stenographer with
Willie knowledge of hookkeep- -

,

B. M. WIMilAMS '
Dentist

1

State pant experience and salary desired. Address "Steno,"
care of Journal office.

.

Wm. S.

:

Store Will Be Closed
Monday, Labor Day I
For

today we have Spring:
Hens, Veal, Lamb,
Pork and Beef.
1'eaches, Pears, Grapes, Cantaloupes, Watermelons, Grape-

pany.
Mrs. Frank

and three
Murphy
daughters returned yesterday morning from a stay of several months Ir.

Chicken,

must lie able to drive
know
who
Men
automobiles.
something- of furniture business.
STRONG BROS,
preferred,

IN

Two men,

The feature of yesterday morning's
session of the State Bar association
meeting was the paper of Col. Ralph
E. Twitchell, dealing historically with
Mrs.William Moore Combs
the early settlement and development
Will
open her studio at the
of the provinces of Spain In the .New
Woman's club on Tuesday,
World In the sixteenth, seventeenth
Sept. 3rd.
and eighteenth centuries, particularly
Morning hours:
as related to New Mexico. Colonel
Gaffney musical kindergarTwitchell is a recognized authority
ten, and regular kindergarten
course. .,
on early Sixinish and Mexican hiskory
Afternoon hours:
of the Spanish sections of the country,
Individual piano instruction.
having written several volumes perFletJeher music method In
taining especially to New Mexico In
class
work.
the days pritor to the American occuto
of
was
interest
The
paper
pation.
the lawyer as it showed the character
the
of
growth of Spanish law nnd cusW WW W
W f
P
tom and its final acceptance, In a
the
measure, by
who rame ufter the American
A glass of Glorleta with a sandoccupation in 1846. Colonel Twitchell
wich 15 cents
were
W.
the
and Frank
only
Clancy
members of the state association
Second and Central
present at this meeting who were 4 "Grlmshaw
Wants to See Ton"
members of the organization over
thirty years ago.
Milton J. Helmick, assistant attorney general, read a very Interesting
paper on "War and Democracy."
There was a general round table discussion of the question of professional
aid to the lawyer who is serving in
the war. or who is to go into the service, and it was agreed that the proper
At once,' two or three
thing for the .attorneys to do would
be to lend every assistance required
experienced salesladies.
to the clientele of the absent brother
In the service.
at A
Apply
The resolution that the association
take up the matter of teuching more
THE ECONOMIST
civil government In the public schools,
with the school authorities, probably will be presented for rejection or
adoption today. A committee to draft
the resolutions was named Thursday.
From 2 until 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon the visiting and local attorA NUMBER OP
neys and their wives were taken on an
surautomobile tour of the section
rounding Albuquerque; Last night the
Want positions on farms some
members and their ladies were kiven
hands. Emare experienced
a reception by Mr. and Mr. A. B.
men should
ployers needing
The annual meeting will bt
see the
closed today with the following pro-

"The
Narrow

WANTED
Office Clerk
(FEMALE)'
Must be good typist. Nominal
salary to start. Good opportunity for advancement. Give
quul ideations and salary exAddress "Clerk," care
pected.
of Journal office.

Trail"

San Diego, Calif.
Mhs Langdon. special officer fo:
Sweet Corn, Celery, Sweet
the Santa Fe railroad at La Junt.i
was in Albuquerque last night. She
was en route from Amarillo, Tex., t.
her home in Pueblo, Colo.
Matteucci,
Co,
Rabbi Moise Bergman will leave toGROCERIES ANn MFtTB
for Trinidad, where he will ofnight
601 W. Tljeras. Phones
8
$ ficiate at the ceremonies attendant ti
the Installation of Rabbi Macht n
the head of the congregation there.
Rabb' Richmond, who formerly was
in charge of the congregation, has
i:
:: enlisted as a private In the army ard
now is en route to France.
'
y
an
I. D. Williamson,
government
o PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE
printer, was in
the city yesterday, stopping over 'o
78. STRONG BLK, COPPER
see old friends after attending the no'
AND 6ECOND.
tional Grand Army encampment at
Portland, Ore., and leaving last night
where he holds
for Washington. D.
a position in the government printing
thirty-od- d
Mr. Williamson
office.
veais ago held cases on the Morning
Journal, when this paper was locate.l
at the corner of Second and Silver,
and later on the old Evening Citizen.
He left Albuquerque sixteen years ago
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cat.
Martin & Thom. Tari. Fhon 27. at the time leaving here to accept n
A. L. McAllister of Madrid. N. M , position in the government printing
'
Is here on business.
office.
f William
Burdsall left lust night for
WANTED A young man, about 18,
Portland, Ore., to work in the
m hnM nnfl read copy for proof
yards.
and to assist in mailing room.
reader,
th-Clark Doughty enlisted In
situation to right partT.
Permanent
British army here yesterday and let:
office. Journal.
business
Apply
for El Paso.
Mrs. J. Edward Cox underwent an
operation at St. Joseph's hospital yes-terday morning:.
Mrs. J. Claire McCloskey underwent
an operation at St, Joseph's hospital
yesterday morning.
Siforino Crollott yesterday sold hin
store at 418 South Second street to
Merla & Merla of Atamogordo, N. M.
Mrs. Isaac Harth returned yeaterdav
from an extended stay In Iilchmond TO THE THOUSANDS WHO ATInd., where she was called by the
AND PURCHASED
TENDED
death of her mother.
GROCERIES AT THE BIG SALE
There will be a meeting of the Gti I
OK THE CHAS. CONROY BIG
GROCERY STOCK.
Scouts at 2 o'clock this afternoon at
dethe armory for rehearsal. The troop
We want to apologize for the
orderB. We
will rehearse at 3 o'clock.
lay In the delivery of the
for we
Frank and Harry Washburn, wh want you to have patience, we
can
enlisted In the naval reserve corps a are doing the' very best that for
reshort time ago, have been called for under the circumstances
sale
Is the greatest
this
member
active duty. They left for El Paio ever
s hispulled off In Albuquerque
laRt night.
and It will take 40 salespeople
tory,
ltobert McClughan and Edmund and four trucks two days to deliver
Ross have gone to Union county, the first day's business; so again "we
where they will make locations for o'' say, be considerate and you will 'get
lands.. They expect to be away sev- your goods, for the order Is to work
Sunday and Monday to try and get
eral days.
Dy
,deuverea
xueunj
; Mr.
and Mrs. J. Flnlay Sim, ac- every order
and 'we guarantee to make
morning,
Thomas.
Mrs.
J.
E.
by
companied
mistakes that are liable to
any
good
mother of Mr. Sims, will leave thii come up under the circumstances.
morning for the Rio Pecos country, To those who were unable to buy
whsre they will remain a week or ten groceries the opening days, on account of the tremendous rush, can be
flays.
E. J. Feemstcr, government hunter assured of proper attention, for the
familiar
on the Pankey ranch south of Lamy 'salespeople are . nowandmore
bear In mind
with
the
stock,
big
to
was
confer
here yesterday
K, M.,
that the store room and basement
with J, S. Llgon, predatory animal In- are loaded down with plenty of high
He
and the bargain
spector for the biological survey.
class groceries,
counters have been piled up with
returned home last night.
new
and attractive bargains, and the
John Mclntyre, the San Antonio, K
M.. merchant, was in the city yester- prices will mean quick action. Come
to
away your own
day, coming here to see Robert Mc- preparedIf youcarry
have a machine, waglntyre, a relative, for Portland, Ore., goods.
on or
that will carry away
where the latter enters a government a raft anything
of goods. It will pay you.
Be there. Doors will open at 10
shipbuilding yard.
;
leaving
tonight for a. m. today.
I All soldiers
camp may ODiain sweaters, box ni
THE SOUTHERN WHOLESALE .
"housewives" by calling at the headGROCERS' ASSOCIATION
quarters of the Women of the AmeriP. J. O'TOOLE, Receiver
can Army, Third street and Gold ava-nubetween 3 and 5 o'clock this aft
Raise Private Wire Charges.
....
ernoon.
Washington, Aug. - SO. Charges
Mrs. J. H. Johnson of San Fran- now made for private telegraph wire
Cisco, arrived In the city the other services of bankers, brokers and in
day and has accepted the position of dustrial concerns on the theory of
of the
wholesale business, were declared un
reasonably low today by the Interstate
Commerce commission. No formal order was Issued, because the government has taken over the telegraph
services since the case came up, but
the decision said a revision of rates
should be considered..

fruit

'

I

f
f

Palladia

i

495-48-

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

old-sty-

''

,

C

LOCAL ITEMS

,

.

'

PUBLIC
TAKE
NOTICE

TRY IT

s,

WANTED

-

ready-to-we-

Jady-in-ehar-

Panquet at

Y. M. C. A.,

7:30-1-

HAULS

.nVTHIIIG

1

Look Over the List
One

Overland

See Big Ad on
Page 3

MANX
v

0

$750

Phone

710.

51S-B1-

8

W. Central

WANTED

I

Girl for 'general ' housework In a
small- - family.
Apply MRS. 8.
LEWINSON, 605 North Tenth St.

I

"

.

trict

Mexico-Arizon-

,
Mark e; Musgrave, assistant preda
tory animal inspector for the New
.

'

district, will become
'
predatory animal Inspector for tho
Arizona district with headquarters In
Tucson, Arte. The divisional the dls
trlct came after the department decld
ed it would give the ranchmen of Ari
zona better service. The present dls
trlct is considered too large.
The division bf the .district brings
the total number of predatory antmai
districts up to ten, the others being
Texas, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, CaliIdaho,
fornia, Wyoming, Montana,
Oregon and Washington. The Arizonu
district will comprise all of Arizona
except the northwest corner of the
state cut off by the Grand canyon, this
being Included in the Utah district.
Mr. Musgrave will not leave for
Tucson until the middle of September,
after he has finished up his work at
v
v
the local office.
;
Mexico-Arizon-

a

i.ij-..- n..

mi

V
.

Lima Beans
White Celery
Nice Green Corn
Head Lettuce
,

MESSAGES

Messages for the following persons
remain undelivered a the office of
the Western Union because of InsufIJ very and saddle linrsra. Trimble ficient address:.. Lieut. F, 8. Mohry
'
grid George TfV, pavls,
Red Dam.

.8 to 13
to $3.50

I

$2.00
"

Grape Fruit
Pink Cantaloupes
Large Yellow Peaches
Bartlett Pears
White and Black Grapes

134 to

2

2l2 to

6

Shoes for Girls

82'

to 11

$2.00 to $3.00
IIV2 to 2
$2.50 to $3.50

,

$2.25 to $4.00

.

,

2Vto7

$3.00 to $6.00

$2.50 to $5.00

.

-

L

TEST OUR SCHOOL SHOES

We are offering for canning some very fine
"....

Pears and Crab
Apples
i
,

j

Fresh Lot of Ripe Watermelons
STORE CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
United States Food Administration License No.

f UNDELIVERED

(

Shoes for Boys

Skinner's Grocery
Green Beans

f

:

,

1,'.-th-e

here."

School boys and girls are by far too busy to give much
attention to their school shoes.
'
: ;
Shoes are just shoes to them.
Don't put your children's feet into clumsy, uncomfortable shoes in order to obtain durability; it is not neces. ':.
sary. ; ,;
We have splendid school shoes for both boys and girls.
They are good looking shoes and at the same time as
durable as Bhoes can be made.
,!

CO.

D

Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
Gold Are.

"We Do What We Advertise.''

;

THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.

Dry Goods Co

AMONG

BARGAINS

.

Golden Rule

VIDEO
X

LADIES
Save and help the Allies win the'
war; Cut your dressmaking in half
by patronizing a modiste who will
cut, lit and . haste your dresses.
Ton can do (lie finishing. Phono
2I04W.

ALL CLASSES
ALL STYLES

'.

dis(Beginning September
of the United States biological
survey, which comprises New Mexico
and Arizona, will be classed as two
districts to be known as the New Mexico and Arizona districts. This
was made yesterday by J.
8. Llgon, predatory animal Inspector
a
district
for the New

Opens Tomorrow

For Boys
and Girls

........... .$250
.$450

OF BIOLOGICAL

,

IDEAL.
THEATRE

SHOES

,One Overland Touring,
One Dort. Touring
One Buick Light Six

-

.

The New

Special Low Prices

.t-0-

1-

i

SCHOOL

Yon

Touring,
..........

Comedy

to 6, Admission 10c; 6 to 11, Adults 15c, Children 10c

Can

Find Just What Ton Want.

LOCAL DISTRICT

rt

Resident Officer

USED CAR SALE

.

0.

ft

George Roslington

OFFICE

MORNING JOURNAL

Art-cra-

Two-pa:

Mission

Farm Labor Agent

Morning Session.
"The Lawyer and the community,"
H, H. McF.lroy.
,
"Selective Service Law," C. R.
Brlce.
t
Afternoon Session.
InvestigaReports of committees:
tion; History of Bench and Bur, special committee on investigation.
Evening.

ir

cpnirjGER

British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.
British Canadian Recruiting "

FARM LABORERS

gram:

Paramount

"JERRY'S UNCLE'S NAMESAKE"

All persons wishing to enlist In the

.

,

e,

Hie.

Success Series of
of Their Best Pictures! by Their
Most 1 'unions Slurs.

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

GRIMSHAWS

"

J

First of

W

Anglo-Americ-

HART

Wanted

-

department of the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company. Frank Hebeiilng of
San Diego is the now clerk In chargx
of the shoe department of the com-

"

THEATER

WANTED

Copper.

!i

mmmtmtmmDanmmmemmmmmm

STENOGRAPHER

Bryant's Delivery
SERVICE

r

Sunday and Monday, Jewell Carmen in "Fallen Angel"

Apply to
Grunsfeld Bros.
;

Contract nlan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
.
Dellverr. Phoiw

DiyQBGE

Comedy, "Saved by Wireless"

el

$1
suits pressed $1.25.

Four

dooms

'

Also a

WANTED

PHOWE 587
DELIVER
AN!
CALL
PATCH'S OLD STAND

LF

J

Written and Directed by Frank Lloyd
The World's Oldest Problem, in Which the Woman
"'
Always Pays

SUITS CLEANED,

DFATTORWEYSTO

IYRIC THEATER
LAST TIME TODAY

THE BLINDNESS

HOUSE

-2

I

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High-clas- s
Pictures and Music

"i

AIUEETI

Coat and South Walter.

Phones

mm

WANTED

ROOMS
Stn
Unth Fiit. 1'Iiono 22t.,
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

No.

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

Competent seamstress as assistant in alteration ' department. 'Apply
THE ECONOMIST

BITTNER

Store Closed All Day Monday, Labor Day
licence

Persona who wisn tu renew of take
.nit .Viemherships tn the Red Cross
an do so by calling at Strong's Book
Co., Grtmshaw's
Slore, O. A. Matson
or Mrs. rt. It. Ferimson, or by phoning
he chairman of the Membership oom-mltNo. 1MI--

;Id1

39.

fe.

SECOND HAND BOOKS
BOUGHT AND SOLD

t takes a wagon load each day to
Gill Watermelons. Buy today
demand
the
for
supply
for the picnic Monday. They are cheaper now.
We have lovely Concord Grapes.
Expect fancy Peaches, fresh Oranges, Lemons and Lettuce today.
2 lbs., 95c.
Butter at wholesale price-S- c;
A LOAD A DAY

U. S. Food

YOUR HAUUNgTbY TONS
Is Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone

and avoid the rush. Vic
have the correct lists for
all grades.

Let Us Send a Man
To Replace That Broken Window
'
Glass.
LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
Phone 421.
423 N. First.

crnnni"ll

BOOKS TODAY

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GENTRY'S EGGS
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
ami Son Jose Mmki't: 70c dozen.

J.

Phones

,

Ao SMirainier
CO,

61 and 63

2C5

South First St.

OsrrlUoLn!np
:

COill CO.
Hahll
'

wJ; '"V;

9i

,,A.'.'.

ferrtU

v.,;,:, wV.,

Bum

'1 ;

ANTHRACITE, ALL 612X8 STEAM COAL.,
Coke, KUl Wood, FstM7 Wood, Cord Wood, patire Clodlls,
1

Ltsa.

